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ABSTRACT 

OBSERVED RADAR AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROPERTIES OF UNITED 
STATES WARM SEASON BOWING CONVECTIVE SYSTEMS, 2003-2004 

This study examines radar-indicated structures and environments of bowing 

convective systems in the United States during the warm seasons of 2003 and 2004 

(April-December). The bowing process is defined as local acceleration of a convective 

cell or cells on the convex leading edge of a convective system to form a "arch" or 

"bow" -shaped line. This study perused data for each day of the two-year time period 

and investigated the bowing process using 2-km national radar reflectivity composite 

data. This procedure yielded 381 bowing convective systems, the majority of which 

occurred from May to July. The locations of these systems show a distribution 

similar to past studies of warm season derechos with two primary corridors: one in 

the Upper Great Plains, and secondarily, a maximum toward the Central/Southern 

Great Plains. 

The entire population of bowing convective systems is classified into five modes, 

based on their differences in initial convective cell structures, convection evolution 

processes, locations, diurnal beginning and ending times, severe weather reports, and 

kinematic/thermodynamic environments. These modes are termed bow echo/ extensive 

stratiform, bow echo/minimal stratiform, bowing squall line, multiple bowing squall 

line, and bowing single cell. Bow echoes/ extensive stratiform exhibited trailing 

stratiform precipitation and most commonly evolved from groups of cells. Bow 
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echoes/weak stratiform showed very limited trailing precipitation usually evolving 

from the merging of supercells with ordinary or multicells. Single and multiple bowing 

squall lines most often evolved from trailing stratiform mesoscale convective systems. 

An assessment of bowing convective line lengths and movement speeds was 

performed. Bowing convective line lengths of bow echoes/extensive stratiform and 

bow echoes/weak stratiform ranged from 40-110 km. Bowing squall lines and multiple 

bowing squall lines had convective lines segments between 110-225 km while bowing 

single cells were observed between 20-40 km. The bowing convective systems observed 

in this study exhibit a preferred range of speeds between 10 and 24 m s- 1 . 

This study also examines the characteristics of trailing stratiform precipitation 

in bowing convective systems. Pre-existing or convectivcly generated trailing precip

itation tends to enhance the longevity of a bowing convective system. In some cases 

an enhanced trailing stratiform precipitation region was arranged in a perpendicu

lar fashion behind the bowing convective systems while in other cases the trailing 

precipitation sustained a wide stratiform precipitation transition zone with minimal 

precipitation separating a bowing convective line from moderate-to-heavy stratiform 

precipitation. The latter precipitation pattern showed a strong tendency to increase 

system longevity. 

Examination of convection properties related to bowing convective systems 

demonstrates the importance of identifying supercells and multiple supercells evolv

ing or interacting with exterior convection to initiate bowing convect ion. Convective 

cell mergers , which also usually aid in the initiation of bowing convection , are strongly 

preferred near the resultant apex. Observations of ensuing bowing convective lines 

display a preference toward strong convection that is nearly homogeneous ( slabular 

as opposed to cellular) in the along-line direction. 

It was further observed that warm season bowing convection is favored in hy

brid synoptic boundary forcing environments (moving parallel to or initiating on a 
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synoptic boundary), while bowing convective systems forced by no synoptic bound

ary is of secondary importance. Also, bowing convective systems that moved parallel 

to synoptic boundaries exhibited enhanced longevities. No bowing convective system 

that traversed a synoptic boundary continued for longer than three hours. 

Finally, this study classifies severe weather production from bowing convective 

systems into four spatial patterns based on their shape and the nature of their effects. 

These are termed narrow apex swath, widespread high winds, widening swath, and 

destructive rotation. These patterns were compared to past studies of detailed severe 

weather surveys. It was observed that severe hail production was favored early in the 

evolution of bowing convection while severe wind production could occur throughout 

a storm evolution. Although tornadoes were uncommon in bowing convect ive sys

tems, they tended to appear in the early-to-mature stages of evolution. 
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Figure 1.1: Fujita's conceptual model of the radar observed evolution of a single tall 
echo into a bow echo and subsequent dissipation to a comma echo. The colors blue
green-red indicate increasing radar reflectivity strength. Personal communication, 
Wakimoto (2005); adapted from Fujita (1978). 

have added to the body of knowledge about the favorable conditions for these storms, 

the production of damaging winds, and the organizational properties of these severe 

weather producing systems. 

This study will discuss many features of BCSs. Each of these facets are not 

separate entities; they are dynamically linked to one another. The strongest unifying 

feature is the system-generated surface cold pool. These areas of strongly cooled 

air are critical to the generation of a BCS. 

1.2 Bow echo definitions 

Since Fujita's original work, many attempts have been made to define the bow 

echo phenomenon. According to the Glossary of the American Meteorological Society 

(Glickman 2000), a bow echo is: 

A bow-shaped line of convective cells that is often associated with 
swaths of damaging straight-line winds and small tornadoes. 

Key structural features include an intense rear-inflow jet impinging 
on the core of the bow, with book-end or line-end vortices on both 
sides of the rear-inflow jet, behind the ends of the bowed convective 
segment. Bow echoes have been observed with scales between 20 
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and 200 km and often have lifetimes between 3 and 6 hours. At 
early stages in their evolution, both cyclonic and anticyclonic book
end vortices tend to be similar strength, but later in t he evolution, 
the northern cyclonic vortex often dominates, giving the convective 
system a comma-shaped appearance. 

This definition includes much about the structural components often observed with 

bow echoes, but provides little discussion about the dynamical processes of bowing 

convection. 

A study of U.S . bow echoes by Klimowski et al. (2004, hereafter KHB04) 

provided three necessary criteria for the identification of a bow echo. These are 

summarized as a bow-shaped convective echo, a tight reflectivity gradient on the 

leading edge, and an expanding radius with time. Furthermore, a study of U.S. cold 

season bow echoes from Burke and Schultz (2004, hereafter BS04) used a very similar 

definition. It identified bow echoes as storms that exhibit "outflow dominance" and 

strong rear inflow identified from vertical cross sections through bow echoes using 

single-Doppler radial velocity cross sections. In view of the above, the definition of a 

bow echo remains nebulous. 

Consequently, the present study seeks to examine the nature of bowing convec-

tive systems to assist in refining current definitions . This work intends to emphasize 

the convection evolution and the physical mechanisms of these unique convective 

systems. 

1.3 Initial motivation for this study 

This study was initially motivated by the author's desire to examine storms 

that transition from one convective mode to another. A survey of past convection 

evolution studies revealed that one such evolution is a supercell to bow echo tran-

sition that has been documented in observational and numerical modeling studies 

(e.g. Moller ct al. 1990; Moller et al. 1994; Finley et al. 2001; Klimowski et al. 2003; 
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BS04; KHB04). However, the dynamics of this transition have not been thoroughly 

documented. This led to further investigation of bow echoes through the consid

eration of Klimowski et al. (2003). These authors find that bow echoes were often 

associated with unexplained "convective mergers" and possessed highly variable kine

matic/ thermodynamic environmental properties. Furthermore, the authors noted a 

shorter longevity for their few non-severe-wind bow echoes as compared to t heir larger 

group that produced severe surface winds. 

An initial survey of the radar data used in BS04 revealed large variability in 

the bow echoes. Using data from BS04, this author detected large variability in the 

trailing stratiform regions of their bow echoes studied. This variability appeared to be 

connected with bowing longevity and severity. Also, the study of many bow echoes by 

KHB04 contained a stated Northern High Plains bias. Thus, the incomplete nature of 

these previous studies prompted this study of many U.S . bowing convective systems 

for an in-depth analysis of bowing convection and climatological characteristics. 

1.4 Goals of this study and implications for forecasting 

The goals of this research are to: 

G Document radar-observable and environmental characteristics of bowing con

vection that can provide insight into convection evolution and physical pro

cesses. 

o Provide statistical and climatological information involving U.S. warm season 

bowing convection that has been previously unavailable. 

o Document the variability of bowing convective lines and stratiform precipi

tation regions and their effects on the systems. 

This study is important for the prediction of bowing convective systems be

cause it will facilitate understanding of the observable properties associated with 
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bowing convective systems. The results should aid severe weather forecasters in 

understanding the variability of these properties. This study intends to provide in

formation about the common convection evolution pathways of bowing convective 

systems so that their convective lines and stratiform regions can be monitored and 

better predicted for properties like longevity and severity. This study also connects 

past research on bow echoes and derechos; it provides insight into the differences 

between severe long-lived bow echoes and non-severe bow echoes. 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

2.1 The historical basis for bow echoes 

Nolan (1959) is considered the first investigator to identify a bowing configu

ration in radar reflectivity fields associated with severe weather events. He termed 

this pattern a line-echo-wave-pattern (LEWP) depicting a line of radar echoes 

arranged in a quasi-sinusoidal fashion. A later study by Hamilton (1970) indicated 

that LEWPs were often associated with the occurrence of strong straight-line winds 

at the surface, particularly at the "bulge" point of the line. 

It was Fujita (1978) who showed that the bulging echoes mentioned by Hamilton 

(1970) are radar signatures often associated with downbursts embedded or isolated 

from the larger system or LEWP. Consequently, Fujita renamed this radar signature 

the bow echo. He also proposed a conceptual model of the convection evolution into 

a bow echo (see Fig. 1.1, Chapter 1). Fujita's work was distinct from Nolan (1959) 

and Hamilton (1970) because the bowing systems proposed did not have to be part 

of a larger system of multiple bulging segments. Fujita was also able to make many 

assertions about the evolution, kinematics and severe weather associated with bow 

echoes, which current research has largely confirmed. 

Fujita (1978) did not include a length scale on the conceptual model of Fig. 1.1. 

Also, he did not mention convective lines or stratiform rain regions variability among 

many bow echoes. The determination of exactly what type of convection was meant 



by the tall echo remains difficult, but recent studies have shown that many initial 

modes can evolve into bow echoes (sec section 2.3.1). 

2.2 Definit ions used in this study 

Several important terms used in this st udy require definitions . Bowing convec

tive systems, as mentioned in chapter 1, evolve into an "arch" or "bow" -shaped line 

through local acceleration of convective cell or cells on the convex leading edge as 

the convective system propagates. The term bow echo will be used throughout this 

chapter, retaining the definition from the AMS Glossary (Glickman 2000). 

Also noted here is the common association of bow echoes with derechos, which 

are generally defined to be long-lived, convectively produced severe windstorms ( orig

inally defined by Hinrichs 1888, followed by many further studies including Johns and 

Hirt 1987, Evans and Doswell 2001, Coniglio et al. 2004a, and Coniglio and Stensrud 

2004). Sometimes, bow echoes and derechos are spoken of equivalently; however, 

as noted by Coniglio and Stensrud (2004), there is not a one-to-one correspondence 

between bow echoes and derechos. In fact , the majority of bow echoes do not become 

derechos (at least, not according to the lifetime and distance specifications for dere

chos put forth by Johns and Hirt 1987) even though the radar signatures very often 

associated with derechos are often called bow echoes. Therefore, it is important to 

note not only the common occurrence of the two but also the distinction between the 

terms. 

Spatial and temporal definitions used throughout this study closely follow def

initions put forth by BS04 (except that the radar specifications in this study refer to 

a national radar 2-km composite) : 

" First-echo time is defined as the time of the first appearance of a 40-dBZ 

echo (a "convective" echo) within a squall line, group of cells/supercells, 

supercell, or single cell that eventua.lly formed a bowing convective system. 
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o Bow start time is defined as the time of the first appearance of a bowing 

convective system on the 2-km radar composit e. 

o Bow end time is defined as the earliest time when a bowing convective 

system was no longer identifiable on the 2-km radar composite. 

o Development time is defined as the time spanned by the developing con

vective cells from first-echo time to bow start time. 

o Development distance is defined as the displacement of the centroid loca

tion of the developing convective cells from first-echo to the location of bow 

st art. 

o Longevity is defined as the lifetime of the bowing convective system from 

bow start time to bow end t ime. 

o Bowing convective system track length is defined as the total displace

ment distance of the bowing convection from bow start time to bow end 

time. 

2.3 Bow echo convective modes and structures 

This section will describe the spectrum of findings about bowing and its related 

structures. As previously stated, the first conceptual model of the evolution of a 

bow echo was presented by Fujita (1978) in Fig. 1.1. This was a single conceptual 

model showing the evolution of convection into a bow echo. Since that study, further 

studies have documented additional initial and bowing convective modes besides the 

tall echo and bow echo. Other studies have revealed properties of convective storm 

mergers associated with bow echoes that will be discussed below. The descriptions of 

convective line regions, stratiform precipitation, and cold pool strengths are related 

to bow echoes later in this section. 
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(a) Type I (b) Type II 

(c) Type III (d) Type IV 

Figure 2.1: (a) Type I, (b) Type II, (c) Type III, and (d) Type IV conceptual 
radar reflectivity patterns for 20 observed derechos. The conceptualized radar 
reflectivity color scale is given in dBZ in the upper left of each panel. From 
http:/ /meted.ucar.edu/convectn/mcsjmcswebjrncsframe.htm; adapted from Przy
bylinski and DeCaire (1985). 

2.3.1 Initial and bowing convective modes 

After the study of Fujita (1978), a study of twenty derecho-producing bow echo-

type MCSs associated with widespread areas of damaging winds in the north-central 

and eastern United States was completed by Przybylinski and DeCaire (1985). Their 

conceptual depictions of the radar echo distribution for each mode are displayed in 

Fig. 2.1. 

Przybylinski and DeCaire (1985) stated that Type I was a narrow solid squall 

line up to 250 krn in length with multiple bowing segments up to 100 km in length. 

Type II was a shorter system up to 150 krn in length having a solid bow as the 

main convective line with convective cells ahead of the system that often merge 
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and intensify as the system interacts with them. Type III was somewhat shorter in 

length (usually in the 40 to 120 km range) with no convective cells observed in the 

system path with a very strong severe convective cell as part of the bow. Type IV 

was observed to evolve from an isolated high-precipitation (HP) supercell into 

a bow echo with new convective elements developing along the outflow boundary. 

Przybylinski and DeCaire (1985) noted that Type III was the most common bowing 

mode observed in their study. Additionally, most of the systems had an intense low

level reflectivity gradient on the convex leading edge where the bowing was occurring. 

Later, Weisman (1993) performed a numerical modeling study to study ideal

ized bow echoes. The resulting convective modes from his study are summarized as 

weak cells, bow ech oes, and supercells . The mode that formed depended upon 

the convective available potential energy (CAPE) and the strength of the ver

t ical wind shear. His study suggested a necessary parameter space of instability and 

vertical wind shear for the development of the bow echo structure, but these results 

are difficult to generalize because of the ideal nature of the numerical experiments and 

the simulated bow echoes being forced by symmetrical splitting supercells. Further 

studies indicate a broader parameter space for bow echo development as compared 

to Weisman (1993) (see appendix A). 

As an extension of the studies of Przybylinski and DeCaire (1985) and Weisman 

(1993), the recent studies of KHB04 and BS04 have compiled observations of many 

bow echoes documenting details about the initial and bowing modes of convection. 

Thus, these studies provide some additional bow echo evolution conceptual models 

in addition to the original work of Fujita (1978) . 

BS04 studied cold season (October-April) bow echoes and noted six initial 

modes of convection before bow echo development. These are named as squall 

line, groups of cells , supercell, pair, embedded, and squall lin e-cell merger 

(Fig. 2.2) . The results show that squall lines (49%), groups of cells (24%), and 
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Figure 2.2: Conceptual models of initial convective modes and schematic evolutions 
of cold season bow echoes. The number of cases that developed from each mode for 
the study period is indicated in parentheses. Shaded areas represent higher radar 
reflectivity values. From Burke and Schultz (2004). 

squall lines merging with cells (12%) were the most common modes to initiate the 

development of cold season bow echoes. The authors do not describe in any significant 

detail the slightly different appearance of the bowing convective modes (Fig. 2.2). 

The study of KHB04 tabulated both the initial and bowing convective modes 

of bow echoes for 273 cases through various months of the year from 1996-2002 over 

the entire United States. There is, however, a stated Northern High Plains bias in 

their dat aset , given that much of their data came from cases used in Klimowski ct al. 

(2003) . They proposed four primary modes of bow echoes with radar examples of 

each displayed in Fig. 2.3. These include a Classic Bow Echo (BE, 72%), Bow 

Echo Complex (BEC, 3%), Cell Bow Echo (CBE, 5%), and Squall Line Bow 

Echo (SLBE, 20%). Additionally, the frequency of bow echoes evolving from three 

initial convective modes (weakly organized cells , squall lines, supercells) into 

the four bowing modes is shown in Fig. 2.4, citing other previous studies with similar 

evolutions. 
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Figure 2.3: Radar examples of the four general types of bow echo modes found by 
Klirnowski et aL (2004): (a) Classic Bow Echo (BE), (b) Bow Echo Complex (BEC), 
(c) Cell Bow Echo (CBE), and (d) Squall Line Bow Echo (SLBE). The BE, BEC, 
and CBE are all relative to the scale as given in (b) while the scale of (d) is shown. 
Reflectivity is shaded every 10 dBZ. From Klimowski et aL (2004). 

The results of KHB04 show that the weakly organized cells were the preferred 

initial mode (45%) with nearly as many squall lines evolving into bow echoes (40%). 

These results demonstrate a different frequency than BS04 when comparing the 

groups of cells fraction to that of the weakly organi?;ed cells very closely (24% vs. 

45%) . Part of this disparity could be an indication of the differing forcing mecha-

nisms among the dat a (e.g. strong, cold season baroclinic forcing versus weak, warm 

season convective forcing). 

The final bowing modes of KHB04 show some parallels to Przybylinski and 

DeCaire (1985). The SLBE mode corresponds well to the Type I mode and the BEC 

compares somewhat with the Type III mode, while the BE mode could depict a simi

lar mode to Type II, III, or IV. While the results are similar between the two studies, 

they do not agree on their classification system. KHB04 noted differences among the 

bow echo longevity and regional placement of the bowing convective modes, but they 

did not pursue the distinction further. Moreover, the previous studies mentioned 
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the initial and bowing mode frequencies of bow echoes 
observed over the U.S. during multiple seasons for the years 1996 - 2002. The number 
of cases identified following each path is indicated above the arrows. References of 
similar observed radar evolutions from previous studies are given. The percentage of 
bow echoes preceded by merging cells for each initial mode is shown on the far right 
of the figure. From Klimowski et al. (2004). 

do not precisely agree on the initial convective cell structures that produce bowing 

convection. This study will incorporate a classification system based on differing 

precipitat ion structures and evolutions which suggest differences in dynamics . 

2.3.2 Convective cell mergers 

The merging of convective cells prior to the development of bow echoes has 

been observed by Finley et al. (2001) , Klimowski et al. (2003) , KHB04, and BS04. In 

a numerical modeling study of an HP supercell transition to a bow echo, Finley et al. 

(2001) showed that the mergers of convective "daughter" cells caused an increase in 

vertical vorticity and stronger vertical velocity as well as falling pressures associated 
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Figure 2.5: A time series of (a) area average vertical vorticity at height z = 2 km, (b) 
maximum vertical motion at height z = 2 km, and (c) minimum pressure at height 
z = 1.3 km in a simulated low-level mesocyclone that was evolving into a bow echo. 
Times of daughter cell merger events (ml-m5) are denoted with the dotted lines. 
From Finley et al. (2001). 

at the time of each merger (Fig. 2.5) during the transition stage to a bow echo. 

Klimowski et al. (2003), KHB04, and BS04 found 41%, 50-55% and 67% of 

their bow echoes studied to be associated with cell mergers, respectively. The KHB04 

study further stratified the dependence of cell mergers by the initial convective mode, 

finding weakly organized cells most often associated with cell mergers prior to the 

initiation of bow echoes (Fig. 2.4). 

Klimowski et al. (2003) and KHB04 have noted some characteristics of these 

merging cells and what processes tend to occur with these mergers. Klimowski et al. 

(2003) and KHB04 explain that cell mergers initiating bow echoes are often "aggres-

sive" cells, tending to be fast-moving, differing in their motion to the mean wind, 

and dominating the change in convective structure to a bow echo, often very quickly. 
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(a) Cellular convective line (b) Slabular convective line 

Figure 2.6: (a) Radar reflectivity example of a cellular convective line. (b) Radar 
reflectivity example of a slabular convective line. Reflectivity is shown every 5 dBZ 
increasing blue-green-yellow-orange-red (as in a standard WSR-88D color scheme). 
From James et al. ( 2005). 

They also appear to be associated with an increase in the breadth and magnitude of 

radar reflectivity through local precipitation rate increase and cell formation along 

an enhanced outflow. 

The authors of the above studies did not note on which flank of preexisting 

convection the mergers tend to occur, but this information could be important for 

the prediction of these systems. The current study aims to more precisely describe 

the radar observed properties of aggressive cells. 

2.3.3 Convective line evolution, stratiform razn distributions, 

and cold pool influences 

This subsect ion discusses known properties of convective systems, including the 

convective line evolutions, stratiform rain distributions, and cold pool extents. The 

author of this study has not uncovered any research that examines these properties 

in depth for bowing convective systems. Instead, a brief review of these properties 

will be discussed with regard to squall lines. 

The evolution and nature of the convective regions of squall lines has been 
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studied by James et al. (2005), who identified both cellular and slabular convective 

lines, having a linear structure but differing reflectivity properties. A radar example 

of a cellular convective line is given in Fig. 2.6a and a slabular convective line given 

in Fig. 2.6b; these convective lines differ in their spatial precipitat ion reflectivity 

continuity. Cellular convective lines have strong cells with nearly echo-free regions 

between the cells, while slabular convective lines are nearly homogeneous in the 

along-line direction. 

James et al. (2005) noted environmental differences in convective lines between 

cellular and slabular convective lines. The authors demonstrate from their observa

tions that slabular convective lines tend to have stronger low-level vertical wind shear, 

are nearly quasi-two dimensional with stronger low-level line-relative inflow, and have 

a lower vert ical height to the lifting condensation level (LCL). When one compares 

these results with the sharp low-level reflectivity gradient requirement of bow echoes 

of Przybylinski and DeCaire (1985) and KHB04, it appears that a BCS could be 

related to a slabular convective line. However, some bow echoes (e.g. Przybylinski 

and DeCaire (1985) type III , KHB04 bow echo complex) have very strong convective 

cells as part of the convective line and could be related to cellular convective lines. 

In a recent numerical modeling study, James et al. (2006) note that bowing 

convective lines could be an intermediate mode between cellular and slabular con

vective lines depending upon the low-level moisture content affecting the formation 

of cold pools. In response to these findings, the current study strives to categorize 

observed bowing convective lines into cellular or slabular convective lines and how 

this information relates to bowing convection longevity and severity. 

This author has not discovered any research that documents the stratiform pre

cipitation variability resulting from bow echoes. The work of Parker and Johnson 

(2000) and Parker and Johnson (2004,a,b,c) has shown important dynamical differ

ences between trailing stratiform (TS), leading stratiform (LS), and parallel 
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Figure 2.7: Cellular convective line simulation with 4 (g/kg) km- 1 low-level mixing 
ratio lapse rate and thus moist low-levels. Tick marks indicate 20 km distances. (a) 
Potential temperature perturbation (K) at 100 m above ground. (b) Vertical velocity 
(shaded above 6 rn s-1

) and approximate line-relative wind (arrows) at 3 km above 
ground. An arrow length of 10 km represents a wind speed of 25m s-1 . From James 
et al. (2006). 

stratiform (PS) MCSs, but questions remain regarding the typical evolution of the 

st ratiform precipitation in bow echoes. How is trailing stratiform precipitation a..<>-

sociated with the mode of development and the severity and longevity of bowing 

convective lines? The current study will st rive to provide some insights into this 

question as it relates to previous studies of linear MCSs. 

James et al. (2006) show differences in their resulting cold pools when compar

ing cellular (moist low-levels) , slabular (dry low-levels), and bowing convective lines 

(intermediate moisture at low-levels) in numerical simulations using different low-

level mixing ratio lapse rates while retaining the same CAPE (Figs. 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9; 

note the different temperature ranges in these figures). The authors argue that t he 

low-level evaporation of intermediate strength for the simulation of 3 (g/kg) km-1 

low-level mixing ratio lapse rate causes the bowing convective mode (Fig. 2.9). The 

cellular cold pool can be described as weak and inhomogeneous (Fig. 2. 7) while the 
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Figure 2.8: As in Fig. 2.7 but for the slabular simulation with 1 (g/kg) km-1 low-level 
mixing ratio lapse rate and thus dry low-levels . From James et al. (2006) . 
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Figure 2.9: As in Fig. 2.7 but for the bowing simulation with 3 (g/kg) km-1 low-level 
mixing ratio lapse rate and thus intermediate moisture at low-levels. From James 
et al. (2006). 
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slabular cold pool can be described as everywhere strong and nearly homogeneous 

(Fig. 2.8) in the line-perpendicular and line-parallel directions with a nearly homo

geneous lifting along the leading edge in the line-parallel direction. Simulations were 

tested with 2300 and 4600 J kg- 1 of CAPE and with 0-2.5 km shear values of 16, 20, 

and 24 rn s- 1 . The resulting modes of convection were qualitatively similar when the 

mixing ratio lapse rate in the low levels is varied. 

Furthermore, not mentioned in James et al. (2006), a comparison of the low

level potential temperature perturbations from Figs. 2.7 through Fig. 2.9 show that 

t he bowing mode simulation has pockets of cold air confined close to the convective 

line in the bowing segments (Fig. 2.9) . This could be important for the placement 

and anticipation of bowing segments in a convective line and the possible collocation 

with severe surface winds. In fact, the placement of the cold pool for observed 

systems could be a manifestation of the rearward extent of the heaviest precipitation 

as related to system evolution. This study looks to qualitatively assess t his result 

for bowing convective systems by observational evidence of precipitation placement 

in observed bowing convection. 

2.4 Bowing convection structural components 

To further understand bowing convection, one must examine the structural 

components that influence its evolution. Since they were first defined by Fujita 

(1978) bow echoes have been well known to have a bowing convective line on the 

convex leading edge of the outflow. As argued by KHB04, the propagation speed 

of these systems suggests that strong outflow largely influences the system evolu

tion. Addit ional component s identifiable in bowing convection are discussed in the 

subsequent subsections. 
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Figure 2.10: (left panel) Base reflectivity and (right panel) ground relative radial 
velocity (0.5-degree) at (left panel) 03:13:01 UTC and (right panel) 03:14:19 UTC 10 
June 2003 (with FO damaging wind swath overlaid in grey with F1 damage overlaid 
in blue). The maximum of rear-to-front flow behind the convective line is shown 
on the 2.4-degree elevation surface. Damage analysis is over east-central Nebraska. 
Radar is located to the east of the convective system in the images. From Wheatley 
and Trapp (2004). 

2.4.1 Rear-inflow jet 

Bow echoes have been well documented to possess a very strong rear-inflow 

jet (RI.J), which has been noted in many studies (e.g. Fujita 1978, Weisman 1993, 

Przybylinski 1995). This is similar to the descending rear inflow in a trailing 

stratiform MCS as noted by Houze et al. (1989). 

The RIJs in bow echoes often produce damaging surface winds which can be 

noted from detailed damage surveys. Wheatley and Trapp (2004) examine a wind 

damage survey that shows that a strong RIJ (seen as blue "inbound" velocities on 

the radial velocity display) is collocated with the damaging surface wind swath path 

as noted from detailed damage surveys (see the overlayed grey damage survey in 

Fig. 2.10). However, personal communication with Dr. Roger Wakimoto (2005) has 

suggested that a vortex couplet (seen as the yellow to blue color couplet on the radial 

velocity display) exists for the above case so that a mesovortex is generated at the 

nose of the RIJ. Wakimoto argues that this is the more direct cause of the severe 

surface winds since it adds to the windspeed of the RIJ . 
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(a) descending rear-inflow (b) elevated rear-inflow 

Figure 2.11: (a) Schematic of a gradually descending RIJ . The buoyancy gradients 
associated with warm air aloft are weaker than those associated with the rear flank of 
the cold pool, allowing for a more gradual descent of the RIJ . (b) Schematic of a RIJ 
that remains elevated. The buoyancy gradients aloft are strong relative to the cold 
pool below. This tends to make the RIJ remain more elevated and advance closer to 
the leading edge of the system, where its final descent can cause severe wind damage. 
From http:/ /meted.ucar.edu/mesoprimjsevere2/index.htm; adapted from Weisman 
(1992). 

Weisman (1992) hypothesized from a numerical modeling study of RIJs that if 

a rear-inflow jet (in a squall line or bow echo) could remain elevated as it approached 

a strong convective line, then the propensity for strong, damaging surface winds was 

increased. This hypothesis states that the RIJ remains elevated if the buoyancy aloft 

is sufficiently large to enhance the rear-inflow with opposite sign vorticity as the low

level vorticity generated by the cold pool evaporative cooling (Fig. 2.11). Weisman 

(1992) mentions that an elevated RIJ is related to the strength and longevity of the 

leading line updrafts, and not necessarily to severe surface winds. Addit ional new 

information from the 9-10 June 2003 bow echo from BAMEX (Jorgensen et al. 2005) 

could provide evidence for severe winds not reaching the ground when an elevated 

RIJ, but as an elevated RIJ transitions to a descending RIJ . 

Note that in the conceptual model of Weisman (1992) an RIJ develops as the 

trailing stratiform precipitation region develops. As a counterexample, an observa-

tional study by Klimowski (1994) of a very strong squall line in North Dakota noted 
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Figure 2.12: Time-averaged perturbation horizontal velocity (deviation from initial 
state, colored with thin contours) and thick contours of latent cooling for experiments 
with subcloud cooling regions that arc roughly 60, 20 and 5 km wide (top to bottom). 
From Dr. Robert G. Fovell (personal communication) . 

rear inflow without a stratiform region initially. This study argued for the mid-level 

low pressure anomaly in the convective core of the squall line to accelerate the RLJ 

toward the convective line. 

In another study of squall line rear-inflow (alternately called RIC, meaning 

"rear-inflow current" ) , Fovell ( 2003) says "how far back behind the leading edge of 

the RIC descends should be a function of the storm's evaporative cooling zone." 

Recent numerical simulations by Fovell (see Fig. 2.12 , personal communication) have 

shown different surface wind strengths generated by varying the width of the subcloud 

cooling zone. Taken in tandem with the study of James et al. (2006), the results seem 

to demonstrate that the width of the subcloud cooling zone and its proximity to the 

convective line is very important to where the RIJ descends. The two studies suggest 
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Figure 2.13: WSR-88D plan-view reflectivity from St. Louis (KLSX) radar at for 
0035 UTC 07 May 2003 with the rear-inflow notches (RINs) labeled with white text 
and arrows. From Sieveking and Przybylinski (2004). 

that an elevated RIJ is associated with a vertically erect system, but a longer fetch 

for the RIJ with potentially stronger surface winds can arise as a convective line leans 

against the vertical wind shear ( "upshear"). The current study seeks to examine the 

effect of the stratiform regions for observed bowing convection, including how they 

relate to the bowing and the generation of the severe winds. 

Rear-inflow notches 

Bow echoes often exhibit rear-inflow notches (RINs) (e.g. Smull and Houze 

1985b, Smull and Houze 1985a, Przybylinski 1995) which are small slits of low 

radar echo seen on a radar reflectivity display pinching behind the convective line 

(Fig. 2.13) . RINs are argued to be a manifestation of drier air from the RIJ aloft 

descending to erode the precipitation field. These notches have been collocated with 

severe surface wind damage in previous studies (e.g. Przybylinski 1995, Weisman 

2001, Sieveking and Przybylinski 2004). Previous observations have shown that mul

tiple RINs can be observed behind a bowing line. 
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Line-end vortices 

Fujita (1978) first noted the existence of circulations of opposite directions 

on the ends of a bow echo. Weisman (1993) further documented the existence of 

these vortices and termed them line-end or bookend vortices . He noted that these 

circulations could enhance the RIJ velocity field as much as 30-50%. These vortices 

tend to be on the scale of 20-50 km. Bowing convective systems of a larger dimension 

have been argued to become asymmetric with the cyclonic vortex dominating later 

in the life cycle through several processes (e.g. Skamarock et al. 1994, Loehrer and 

Johnson 1995, Hilgendorf and Johnson 1998, Weisman and Davis 1998) . 

M esovortices in bowing convective systems 

Recent studies have shown the importance of mesovortices often found along 

the convex leading edge of bow echoes with a preference for being located toward the 

cyclonic line-end vortex, usually 2-20 km in diameter. Mesovortices were anticipated 

early from observations of Przybylinski et al. (2000) and Schmocker et al. (2000). 

These vortices were observed to be associated with straight line wind damage and 

weak tornadoes separate from or sometimes caused by the RIJ (R.M. Wakimoto, 

personal communication, 2005, see section 2.4.1). 

Weisman and Trapp (2003) and Trapp and Weisman (2003) investigated these 

structures with numerical modeling studies describing the genesis and how these 

vorticies could cause damaging surface winds aside from the RIJ . The authors propose 

that the downdraft tilting of cold pool vorticity in low-levels result s in a mesovortex 

couplet with the cyclonic member being favored by the stretching of storm-scale plus 

planetary vorticity (!) . 

New observational evidence from the 5-6 July 2003 bow echo during the 

BAMEX field campaign (Wakimoto et al. 2006a,Wakimoto et al. 2006b) suggests 

that new cell development along the existing gust front caused a downdraft that was 
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Figure 2.14: Schematic model illustrating the origin of vortex couplets along the out
flow boundary of the Omaha bow echo. The diagram at the bottom right represents 
the distortion of the vortex tube with increasing time. From Wakimoto et al. (2006a). 

mechanically forced because of compensating subsidence of a thermal cell rising along 

the gust front (not necessarily the precipitation downdraft, see Fig. 2.14). With re

gard to the severe winds caused by the mesovortex, Wakimoto et al. (2006a) and 

Wakimoto et al. (2006b) follow Trapp and Weisman (2003) to discuss the additive 

effects of bow echo motion and rotation on the rightward (usually southern) flank of 

the cyclonic vortex responsible for severe surface wind damage. 

2.5 Bowing convective system and derecho climatologies 

Climatologies of U.S. bow echoes are useful for understanding their spatial 

and temporal dist ributions, as well as typical dimensions and occurrence in t andem 

together or in groups. KHB04 and BS04 each gathered a large number of bow echo 

cases to communicate climatological characteristics. Coniglio and Stensrud (2004) 

compiled a derecho climatology from all seasons from 1986-2001 for a total of 244 

derecho events extending the derecho climatologies of Johns and Hirt (1987) and 

Bentley and Mote (1998). These climatological distributions are useful to consider 

but pertain more to long-lived bow echoes and severe bow echoes since not every 

derecho can be classified as a bowing convective system. 
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Figure 2.15: Track map for 51 bow echoes that occurred during the cold seasons 
from October to April for the years 1997-2001. Blue tracks are from first echo 
to bow echo start. Red tracks are from bow echo start to bow echo end. From 
http:/ /www.nssl.noaa.gov/mag/bowecho/; adapted from Burke and Schultz (2004). 

2.5.1 Spatial distributions of bow echoes and derechos 

BS04 showed the spatial distribution of cold season bow echoes (Fig. 2.15). 

Their tracks show a preference toward the Southern Plains and Gulf Coast states, 

given that these storms were chosen for the cold season. The current study seeks 

to provide the spatial distribution for warm season bowing convective systems not 

previously published in past studies. 

The spatial maps of derechos for the years of 1986-2001 of Coniglio and Stensrud 

(2004) are shown in Fig. 2.16 for the warm season, the cold season, and all months of 

the year, respectively. The results for derechos suggest a bimodal spatial distribution 

in activity with a broader maximum over the Upper Great Plains/Upper Mississippi 

Valley and a secondary maximum over the Southern/Central Plains. !3oth areas 

are active in the warm season, with the northern region dominating. The southern 

derecho corridor is most active in the cold season. 

2.5.2 Temporal distributions of bow echoes and derechos 

The frequency of bow echoes for each of the cold season mont hs from the study 

of BS04 for 1997-2001 is shown in Fig. 2.17. The monthly distribut ion of the relative 
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Figure 2.16: Spatial distributions of areas affected by derechos contoured on 200 km 
grid cells from 1986-2001 with contours labeled for every 3 dercchos. Warm season 
(May to August). Adapted from Coniglio and Stensrud (2004). 
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Figure 2.17: Monthly distribution of cold season bow echoes from 1997 to 2001. From 
Burke and Schultz (2004). 
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Figure 2. 18: Relative frequency distribution for the month of occurrence for the 270 
derecho events from 1983-2001. From Coniglio et al. (2004a). 

frequency of 270 derechos from 1980-2001 from Coniglio et al. (2004a) is depicted 

in Fig. 2.18. These distributions show clearly that bow echoes (and particularly 

derechos) are favored in the warm season, with the highest number of events occurring 

between May and July. The distributions also suggest that the latter part of the cold 

season, namely the months January to April, are more favorable climatologically for 

bow echo and derecho development in comparison to the September to December 

months. 

The diurnal distributions of cold season bow echoes from 13804 demonst rate 

t hat cold season bow echoes often have their first echoes in the early afternoon, 

are initiated in the evening, and end shortly after midnight on average (Fig. 2.19) . 

However, the distributions show considerable variability so that the development 

t imes and longevities of the bow echoes are also highly variable (Fig. 2.20). The 

positively skewed distribution in the longevity demonstrates that most cold season 

bow echoes last 2 to 6 hours, while a smaller number of bow echoes last much longer, 

and are thus named long-lived bow echoes (LBEs) by BS04. Not all of the LBEs 

in BS04 met the criteria for derechos; however, the results imply that these long-lived 

bowing systems represent a distinct form of convective organization (Weisman 2001) 

with their continual regeneration of convection on their leading edge. 
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Figure 2.19: Frequency distributions for (a) first-echo t ime, (b) bow echo start time, 
and (c) bow-echo end time in UTC for bow echoes that occurred in the cold seasons 
from October 1997 to April 2001. The 1 hour bin labeled 01 represents times between 
0000 and 0100 UTC, etc. From Burke and Schultz (2004) . 
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Figure 2.20: Frequency distributions for (a) development time and (b) longevity for 
bow echoes that occurred in the cold seasons from October 1997 to April 2001. The 
1 hour bin labeled 1 represents longevity between 1 and 2 hours, etc. From Burke 
and Schultz ( 2004). 
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Table 2.1: Horizontal length scales assigned to bow echoes from past studies. The line 
lengths from Burke and Schultz (2004) were tabulated by the author of the present 
study. 

Article 
Johns (1993) 
Glickman (2000) (AMS Glossary) 
Weisman (2001) 
Coniglio et al. (2004a) 
Klimowski et al. ( 2004) 
Burke and Schultz (2004) 

Bow echo horizontal length scales (km) 
15 to 150 
20 to 200 
40 to 120 
10 to 300 
10 to 150 
20 to 200 

One inconclusive property of bow echo diurnal variability is the possible de

coupling of nocturnal atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), as discussed in Weisman 

(2001) . Severe wind producing bow echoes have been documented to occur at night 

in the presence of a stable nocturnal boundary layer that does not as readily support 

t he generation of a strong surface cold pool (e .g. Schmidt and Cotton 1989, Bernardet 

and Cotton 1998). Thus, Weisman (2001) poses the question, "are the mechanisms 

for bow-echo genesis and maintenance different for nocturnal versus daytime scenar-

ios?" The current study attempts to document the diurnal variability of warm season 

bowing convection and severe weather. 

2.5.8 Bow echo horizontal length scales 

The horizontal length scales of bow echoes have been documented in many past 

studies with little conclusive evidence supporting a particular scale of the dynam-

ics that are occurring (Table 2.1) . KHB04 noted that the SLBEs were the longest 

lived bow echoes in their study, suggesting that a more linear mode of organization 

is favorable for longevity. They also noted that some squall lines did not always 

retain t heir initial scale once the bowing process occurred, which could be evidence 

for preferred convective line length to a certain group of bowing MCSs. Numerical 
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(a) progressive derecho (b) serial derecho 

Figure 2.21: Schematic representation offeatures associated with (a) progressive and 
(b) serial derechos near the midpoint of their lifetimes. The total area affected by 
these derechos is shaded in grey. The frontal and squall line symbols are conven
t ional. From http:/ /meted.ucar.edujconvectn/mcsjmcswebjmcsframe.htm; adapted 
from Johns and Hirt (1987). 

simulations performed by Skamarock et al. (1994) found that the final scale of the 

resulting convective systems was largely independent of the initial size of the con-

vective systems initiated. The numerical simulations of Weisman and Davis (1998) 

simulated bowing systems that tended to congeal into the 40-80 km range. Recently, 

James et al. (2006) found bowing segments in their bowing convective lines to man

ifest themselves between 15 and 40 km. These authors mention that the reasoning 

for the scales of cold pool spreading and upscale growth is not not well understood. 

In response, the present study seeks to thoroughly document the horizontal length 

scales of bow echoes to establish possible relationships between length, longevity, and 

severity. 

2.6 Bowing convection and derecho synoptic scale boundaries 

Johns and Hirt (1987) put forth synoptic conditions for derechos that they 

noted were most often bowing systems. These conditions show the importance of 

the influence of synoptic scale surface boundaries to the formation of derechos, as 

illustrated by the progressive and serial derecho schematics (Fig. 2.21) . Progressive 
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Mid-tropospheric Ridge 

a-20a 
km 

(a) dynamic pattern (b) warm season pattern 

Figure 2.22: (a) Idealized sketch offavorable for the development of squall lines with 
extensive bow echo induced damaging winds (serial derechos). The thin lines de
note sea level isobars in the vicinity of a quasi-stationary frontal boundary. Broad 
arrows represent the low-level jet stream (LJ), the polar jet (P J), and the subtrop
ical jet (SJ). (b) As in (a) except for situations with a midlatitude warm-season 
synopt ic scale pattern favorable for the development of especially severe and long
lived progressive derechos. The line BME represents the track of the derecho. From 
http:/ /meted.ucar.edu/mesoprim/severe2/index.htm; adapted from Johns (1993). 

derechos form on the cool side of a quasi-stationary frontal boundary and propagate 

parallel to the boundary, usually east or southeastward. They can have multiple 

bowing systems in families or can display discrete propagation. This pattern is often 

favored in the warm season. Serial derechos occur in the warm sector of a strong 

midlatitude synoptic scale cyclone. They display a sinusoidal pattern of bowing 

segments so that the bowing system tends toward the LEWP of Nolan (1959) , the 

Type I bowing system of Przybylinski and DeCaire (1985), or the SLBE of KHB04. 

These systems are more favored in the cold season or in a strong forcing regime as 

seen with the strong synoptic scale cyclone. 

A later study by Johns (1993) composed conceptual conglomerated maps con-

ducive for forecasting outbreaks of bowing systems responsible for severe surface wind 

damage. Two synoptic patterns were dominant, which are depicted in Fig. 2.22: the 

dynamic pattern and the warm season pattern, roughly corresponding to cold sea-
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Figure 2. 23: Conceptual models showing patterns that are (a) favorable and (b) 
unfavorable for damaging winds with systems forced by a cold pool gust front. From 
Kuchera and Parker (2004). 

son strong forcing pat terns (serial derechos) and warm season weak forcing patterns 

(progressive dercchos), respectively. 

RecO)ntly, studies of severe wind producing convective systems by Kuchera and 

Parker (2004) and Kuchera and Parker (2006) have revealed similar patterns to those 

of progreE:sive and serial derechos of Johns and Hirt (1987) (Fig. 2.23 and Fig. 2.24). 

The authors emphasize in their study the importance of strong 2 km inflow into 

convectivf~ systems for severe wind production so that characteristic synoptic maps 

are formulated for favorable cases and null cases. These are called cold pool and 

linear ev,O)nts (likely closely corresponding to serial and progressive derechos, Johns 

1993) . To further validate the influences of synoptic boundaries, the present study 

will document the dependence of synoptic boundaries specifically for bowing convec-

tive systems. 

2. 7 Severe winds in bowing convective systems and derechos 

In 2, study of 748 separate storm systems, Snook and Gallus (2004) showed 

that bow echoes account for the preponderance of severe wind reports in convective 

systems by almost a 2:1 ratio compared to any other convective system, with an 

average of 14.5 severe wind reports per storm (next closest was TS MCS with 7.35 
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Figure 2.24: Conceptual models showing patterns that are (a) favorable and (b) 
unfavorable for damaging winds with systems forced by a strong linear mechanism. 
From Kuchera and Parker (2004). 

reports per case) . Bow echoes averaged approximately 0.8 extreme wind reports of 

65 kts. wind or more per case (the most of any convective mode, with TS MCS 

the closest with 0.55 reports per case). The authors also showed that 1" diameter 

hail was also very common in bow echoes. However, bow echoes virtually never 

produced flooding and rarely ever produced 2" hail. This could be attributed to 

the large translational speeds of bow echoes. These findings along with many other 

previous studies (e.g. Fujita 1978, Przybylinski 1995, Weisman 2001) have shown 

the importance of understanding and forecasting bow echoes due to t heir common 

tendency to produce severe surface winds and severe weather. 

A recent study by Kruk et al. (2005) has shown that the source of severe 

wind damage from bowing convection tends to change throughout t he evolution of a 

convection system. There is a transition in severe wind production from macrobursts 

and tornadoes early to primarily straight-line winds later in a bow echo life cycle. 

Al:>o, no mesovortex-induced severe surface winds were observed after rear-inflow was 

developed in their particular study. The present study will t abulate relative locations, 

magnitudes, and times of severe weather production from bowing convection. 
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Chapter 3 

DATA AND METHODS 

:3.1 Selection of bowing cases 

A major challenge in constructing a climatology of U.S. bowing convective 

sy~;tems (BCSs) includes selecting bowing cases subjectively and deciding upon an 

accepted definition. As previously discussed, problems arise in establishing definitions 

due to the complex nature of the phenomenon of "bowing" . 

There have been attempts to objectively identify MCSs from radar and satel

lite data (e.g. Steiner et al. 1995, Hodges and Thorncroft 1997, Machado et al. 1998, 

Ba.ldwin et al. 2005). These methods arc problematic in identifying bowing convec

tion due to the large variability in their size, structure, and evolutionary behavior. 

Furthermore, the "bowing" process is difficult to capture in an algorithm due to t he 

sporadic and complex motion of these systems. 

Thus, cases for this study were subjectively selected by careful visual perusal 

of radar data throughout the United States. Despite the tedious nature of this task, 

thi.s method yielded many BCS cases. 

8.1.1 Spatial and temporal parameters for cases selected 

The spatial area and time periods in this study were chosen to complement past 

studies of bowing convection. BS04 studied cold-season bow echoes (October to April, 

1997-2001). To complement their work, warm season BCSs from April- September 



for the years 2003-2004 were selected for study. The present study is regarded as 

important because cold season bowing convection could largely differ from convection 

in t he warm season in properties such as location, longevity, and forcing mechanisms. 

Furthermore, KHB04 contained the Northern High Plains regional limitation. Taking 

these previous studies into consideration, a full examination for each day throughout 

the conterminous U.S. for 2003-2004 was performed to create an unbiased temporal 

and spatial documentation of U.S. BCSs. 

3.1.2 Perusal and selection method 

This study utilized three sources of online radar images to select cases: 

(1) t he St orm Prediction Center (SPC) Severe Thunderstorm Events Index 

(http:/ jwww.spc.noaa.gov/exper/archivejeventsjsearchindex.html), 

(2) t he National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Image Archive 

(http:/ /locust .mmm.ucar .edu/case-selection/), and 

(3) the Plymouth State Weather Center Radar Control Message (RCM) Data 

Maps (http:/ jvortex.plymouth.edu/rcm-u.html) . 

For each day from April 1 - September 30 for the years 2003 and 2004, the above 

archives of radar data images were examined in search of potential BCSs. While 

this search was guided by past studies of bowing convection events, t he investigator 

kept an open mind with respect to the classification of bowing convection, with the 

anticipation that at the completion of two years of analysis, repeatable and classifiable 

patterns of bowing organization and behavior would emerge. The radar images were 

2-km spab al resolution (except for the Plymouth State data source, which was 4-km) 

with 30 minute temporal resolution. 
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8.1.8 Bowing convective system selection criteria 

Fujita (1978) went well beyond previous investigators (e.g. Nolan 1959, Hamil

ton 1970) in the study of bow echoes to propose a kinematic structure and a char

acteristic evolution for such systems. His methods included a thorough examination 

of radar evolutions of many case studies. Fujita emphasized that one of the distinct 

cha.racteristics of bow echoes was their tendency to produce very long swaths of dam

aging straight-line winds, often collocated ncar the apex of the bow (see Chapter 1). 

He also recognized that these bow echoes could occur either individually or as part 

of a line-echo-wave-pattern (LEWP) (Weisman 2001). 

The methodology of BS04 examined 1-h radar images with 4-km spatial res

olution on the U.S. scale or drawing upon severe thunderstorm wind reports from 

thE Nat ional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) publication Storm 

Data. KHB04 stated that bow echoes were gathered in "an opportunistic fashion" 

so that their study was not a comprehensive climatology. In cont rast , the search 

methods for BCSs in this study utilize a much more systematic approach. 

The methodology in the present study mimics the methods of Fujita (1978) to 

examine convection evolution of bow echoes in radar reflectivity. It uses the methods 

of BS04 to initially identify bow echoes from online radar data while utilizing three 

sources instead of one with increased spatial and temporal resolution of images. 

The criteria for a bowing convective system (BCS) case to be chosen in this 

study is as follows: 

(1) A convective system (of cumulonimbus clouds) must arise that has at least 

40-dBZ convective echoes. 

(2) The convective system must evolve into an "arch" or "bow" -shaped line 

through local acceleration of the convective cell or cells on the convex leading 

edge as the system propagates. 
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(3) The bowing convection must demonstrate an expanding radius with time for 

at least 30 minutes, consistent with storms that propagate along a strong 

outflow (KHB04). 

( 4) Storm longevity must be at least 1 hour . This allows for at least two images 

of distinct "bowing" during the perusal process. 

(5) The long-axis dimension of the bowing convective system must be at least 20 

km. This permits sufficient image resolution using a 2-km radar pixel scale. 

Of C<)urse, t he possibility exists for bowing convection cases to be overlooked. 

However, with the trio of image sources, aside from extremely isolated or short

lived bowing convective systems, the author is confident that the sample sufficiently 

represents the warm-season bowing convective system population over the U.S. The 

above sele:::tion method yielded a total of 167 cases for 2003 and 214 cases for 2004, 

totaling 381 cases, a population size that has not been previously achieved in the 

examination of bowing convective systems. 

3.2 National composite radar reflectivity data 

The next step in this study was to closely examine each potential BCS with 

radar reflEctivity data that was zoomed in to ascertain the development and move

ment of each case. The importance of the zoomed images is in the identification of 

mesoscale properties that BCSs exhibit (e.g. convective line region descriptions, dif

fering stratiform precipitation regions, multiple bows). The images generated came 

from a national composite radar reflectivity dataset. Weather Services International 

(WSI) generates national composite radar reflectivity images from National Weather 

Service (NWS) WSR-88D radars for continuous images across the U.S. The data are 

divided into 16 bins of 5-dBZ intervals starting with 0-5 dBZ with a horizontal pixel 

resolution of 2-km x 2-km available in 15-min time intervals. The images display the 
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maximum instantaneous reflectivity found in a vertical column above each horizontal 

pcint in the display. 

Once the cases were selected using the radar image sources detailed in section 

3.1.2, radar data files were obtained from the NCAR WSI Radar Composite Archive 

(http: / /locust.mmm.ucar.edu/episodesj access_WSLdata.html). Using cases identi-

fied, t he approximate times and grid sizes for each case were determined. The data 

were used to generate images and animations for each case. Multiple characteristics 

wE:re noted from the animations including evolutionary properties, convective line 

characteristics, stratiform precipitation variability, recurring patterns related to the 

bowing convection, etc., that will be discussed further in Chapter 4. 

3.2.1 Line-end rotation 

Line-end vortices are perceived from rotation detectable in radar reflectivity 

animations, precipitation structure, and the terminal points of bowing curvature. 

Their frequency of occurrence is tabulated in this study. This method acknowledges 

that accurate assessment of line-end vortices from reflectivity data alone is difficult 

and likely creates a low bias in the vorticity; radial velocity data would aid the ac-

curacy of t abulating rotation. Nevertheless, line-end vortex rotat ion is an important 

component of the evolution of bowing convective systems and is taken into account 

in this research. 

3.2.2 Rate of bowing 

The present study defines slow bowing convective systems as systems that bow 

slowly enough to never attain a "C shaped" 1 arched convective line on the leading 

edge. M oderately bowing convective systems bowed at a rate which achieves a 

1 A "C shaped" arch is defined as a curvature of approximately "' = 0.014 km-1, or a radius of 
curvature of R ::::::: 70 km. 
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"C shape' arch convective line on the leading edge in 4 h or more. Fast bowing 

convect ivE systems attained a "C shape" arched convective line on the leading edge 

in 1 to 3 h. Very fast bowing convective systems accelerates to a "C shape" 

arched convective line on the leading edge in less than 1 h. These definitions will be 

important in the subjective assessment of bowing acceleration strength. 

3.3 Synoptic surface charts 

To further examine influences upon the bowing convective systems, surface 

pressure, satellite, radar, and surface boundary overlay images were obtained for 

study (Fig. 3.1). The satellite, radar , and surface pressure features were examined 

with hour ly temporal resolution. Depictions of the synoptic features were available 

from the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) at 3-h intervals in 

relation tc· the known bowing convective systems. From the examination of the hourly 

maps throughout the evolution of the convective systems, the strength of the synoptic 

scale forcing was subjectively determined, following the methodology of Evans and 

Doswell (~:001) to classify the forcing into Weak Forcing (WF), Hybrid Forcing (HF), 

or Strong Forcing (SF). Finally, the type of any synoptic scale boundary was noted 

along with the convective system location in relation to the sector of the midlatitude 

cyclone. 

3.4 Severe weather reports 

To further examine processes going on within the bowing convective systems, 

severe weather reports were examined. The SPC SeverePlot Software version 2.5 

(http:/ /www.spc.noaa.gov /software/svrplot2/) (e.g. Fig. 3.2) was obtained to tab

ulate the severe weather generated by the bowing systems. The software allowed 

for submi1;ted queries from bow start to bow end. For each severe weather report , 

the times, type of report (severe hail, severe wind, or tornado) , magnitudes (hail 
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Figure 3.1: Example of surface pressure, satellite, radar, and surface boundary over
lay image utilized in this study. Image is from 28 April 2003 with convective system 
located over central Missouri . 

size, windspeed, or Fscale), relative locations, and distributions of severe weather 

throughout storm lifecycles were noted for study. Although the recent work of Trapp 

et al. (2006) cautions investigators in using severe wind reports to assess local sur

face wind damage, the present study focuses on the mesoscale aspects of BCS severe 

weather production , so there is greater confidence in t he overall severe weather dam-

age swaths. 

The present study acknowledges the problems with severe weather reports . 

These could be underreported due to sparse populations (Weiss et al. 2002) or mis

representing local damage surveys (Trapp et al. 2006). This study focuses primarily 

on the mesoscale aspects of severe weather production t hus lending credibility to the 

reE"ults discussed. 

The severe weather reports that make it into t he SeverePlot software have been 

verified by local NWS offices. In most cases involving hail and wind damage, the local 
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Figure 3.2: Example of hail, tornado, and severe wind reports generated by a bowing 
convective system. Image is from 2 to 3 May 2003 with convective system moving 
over Alabama and Georgia. 

office relies on spotter reports of hail size and extent of damage. Possible tornadoes 

are commonly surveyed by NWS personnel to determine areal extent of damage and 

F-scale. Newspaper clippings and other sources may also provide input (John Hart, 

SPC, pen;onal communication, 2006) . 

3.5 Prox imity soundings 

For a few cases selected, proximity soundings were obtained for additional study. 

The criteria for accepting a sounding was a distance of less than 200 km from the BCS 

centroid and a time difference from the bow centroid of less than 2 h from the bow 

start initiation point. The sounding had to be located downstream of the forming 

BCS. Each sounding was ensured to be in the same relative air mass (not across any 

synopt ic ~;cale fronts) as well as not influenced by precipitation which would modify 

the pre-convect ive environment. 
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of deviant cellular motions from surrounding convective cells . These observations 

were usually confirmable with observations of hook echoes and downstream precipi

tation anvils in the reflectivity data. 

Six unique categories were assigned for classifying the initial convective modes 

which produce BCSs. The groups presented in this research that are similar to 

st udies of KHB04 and BS04 include group of cells, squall line, embedded, and 

supercell. The additional groups proposed here are mixed supercells and cells 

and multiple supercells. In the terminology of this classification, "cells" refers to 

ordinary or multicellular convection not arranged in a squall line. 

A group of cells involves the interaction and merging of ordinary or mul

ticellular convect ion to produce a BCS. Squall lines produce bowing convection 

when either an entire squall line exhibits bowing acceleration or when a squall line 

displays a.cceleration of multiple bowing segments. Embedded precipit ation pro

duces bowing convection when a contiguous precipitation shield gives rise to a BCS 

nested within the precipitation region. The supercell mode describes the bowing 

of a single, isolated supercell. The mixed supercells and cells mode represents 

the evolution of one or more supercells in which the deviant motions instigate the 

interaction with ordinary or multicellular convection to produce a 13CS. The mul

tiple supercells group characterizes two or more supercells interacting with one 

another to form bowing convection. Composite radar reflectivity images illustrating 

each initial convective mode are shown in Fig. 4.1. 

The categories of initial convective modes were chosen to distinguish between 

the conve.:;tive characteristics unique to each mode. The processes on small scales 

cannot be robustly determined from the dataset utilized, so the following discussion 

is from the best assessment possible given the methodology used. A group of cells 

would tend to develop in a weak to moderate vertical wind shear environment with 

the evolution to a BCS involving convection merging along a common outflow. Bow-
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(a) Group of Cells (b) Mixed Cells and Supercells (c) Squall Line 

(d) Supercell (e) Multiple Supercells (f) Embedded 

Figure 4.1 : Composite radar reflectivity examples of six init ial modes of convection 
that formed bowing convective systems during this study. 

ing acceleration originating from a squall line involves development of rear-inflow 

in the existing mesoscale convective system (Johns and Hirt 1987, KHB04). BCSs 

emerging from embedded precipitation exhibit a localized enhancement of convective 

cells t hat generate a BCS. The transition of a single, isolated supercell into a BCS 

involves a progression as discussed by Moller et al. (1994) and Finley et al. (2001). 

The complex interaction of one or a few rotating supercells with ordinary or multicel-

luar convection characterizes the development of bowing convection from the mixed 

supercells and cells' initial mode, which could involve a wide range of vertical wind 

sh1~ar environments. Multiple supercells merging to form a BCS entails intricate ex-

ch:=mges between adjacent supercells usually occurring in a strong vertical wind shear 

environment. Each of these six categories suggests unique convective processes that 

could also be manifest in the local kinematic and thermodynamic environments. 

The most common initiating mechanism of a BCS was a group of ordinary 

or multicells that interact , accounting for 48% of the cases (Fig. 4.2). The other 
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Figure 4.2: Relative frequency distribution of initial modes of convection that resulted 
in the formation of bowing convective systems from April through September 2003 
and 2004 3-S identified in Fig. 4.1. 

two primary initial convective modes that produced BCSs occurred when supercells 

interacted with ordinary or multicells (24%) and when a squall line experienced 

bowing accelerations (22%) . The other three initial convective modes accounted for 

only about 6% of the total distribution. 

To elaborate on t he process observed by radar, reflectivity animations suggested 

that a group of cells that forms a BCS many times arranged in a small quasi-linear 

convect ivE band before any bowing acceleration. However, this was not always found 

to be the case because ordinary or multicelluar clusters sometimes demonstrated 

bowing acceleration directly after cell initiation. Most BCSs that arose from the 

mixed supercells and cells mode usually had one or two dominant supercells which 

were usually classifiable in the classic or high-precipitation category. These rotating 

cells tend1;d to merge with other nearby cells arranging in a quasi-linear fashion. 

The resulting BCSs that arose often exhibited strong mesoscale rotation. In order 
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to distinguish between the group of cells initial group and the squall line initial 

group, this study required a squall line to be at least 100 km in length and to last 

at least 30 minutes before exhibiting any bowing acceleration so that it was distinct 

frcm a group of cells merging to form a BCS. These MCSs were almost always 

of the Trailing Stratiform (TS) archetype (Parker and Johnson 2000). Embedded 

precipitation very rarely produced bow echoes. This is likely due to the slow moving 

nature of these systems along with limited potential for cold pool production that 

hinders the formation of strong convection along a common outflow. 

Comparison to past studies 

The present study observed that squall lines initiated BCSs less frequently than 

in KHB04 (22% vs. 40%) . The fraction of BCSs initiated by groups of cells is very 

sinilar (48% vs . 45%). 

In comparison to BS04, groups of cells are much more common in the present 

study ( 48% vs. 24%), squall lines are much less common (22% vs. 49%), while the 

SU)ercell and embedded modes are somewhat comparable (2.6% vs. 6% and 1.3% vs. 

6%, respect ively). A possible explanation for the differences between these studies 

co ~ld be variations in BCSs that develop during the cold season versus the warm sea

son. The differences could also be attributed to the nature of the forcing mechanisms. 

With regard to the overall fraction of deep moist convection in the cold season, squall 

lines are favored over groups of cells due to the more frequent occurrence of strong 

synoptic forcing causing the format ion of large BCSs (Evans and Doswell 2001, see 

section 5.4. 1). 

-1.2 Bowing convective modes 

This section describes the spectrum of bowing convective modes discovered 

t hrough the analysis of radar reflectivity observations. Bowing convective mode 
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Figure 4.3: Relative frequency distribution of bowing convective modes observed 
throughout this study. 

structures were chosen based on properties such as initial structure of convective 

cells, convective line length, stratiform precipitation, and convection evolution. In 

addition, modes were characterized by factors such as differences in line-end rotation, 

rate of bowing, and timing of stratiform precipitation production. In the following 

subsections, the timing of stratiform precipitation formation is discussed with regard 

to the init:at ion, bowing, mature, and dissipating stages of a BCS. In this study, the 

bowing stage is defined as a period of time when the bowing convective line exhibits 

nearly uni:form acceleration along the leading edge. The mature stage is a period of 

time when the convective system's concavity is approximately unchanging. 

Five bowing convective modes were assigned. They are termed bow 

echojext~~nsive stratiform (BE/ES), bow echo/minimal stratiform (BE/MS), 

bowing squall line, multiple bowing squall line, and bowing single cell. In 

these definitions, stratiform refers to convectively generated stratiform (Houze 1997) . 

Fig. 4.3 di~;plays the percentage distribution of each organiz:ational mode as tabulated 

in the preEent study. Further study of the properties of the bowing convective modes 

reveals distinct ions in t he longevities, locations, reports of severe weather production, 

and kinematic/thermodynamic environments. The discussion that follows details the 
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Fig·1re 4.4: Schematic conceptual evolution of a bow echo/extensive stratiform 
(BE/ES) system observed in this study. The typical radar reflectivities correspond 
to the color scale given in the upper left of the figure . The length scale is given to 
show the average convective line length and track length. 

factors that delineate properties among these modes. 

4.2.1 Mode 1: Bow Echo /Extensive Stratiform 

The most common bowing convective mode ( 49%) observed is the bow 

echo/extensive stratiform (BE/ES). The most distinguishing feature of this 

archetype is the development of moderate-to-heavy trailing stratiform precipita

t ion (35-45 dBZ reflectivity precipitation) during the evolution of the precipitation 

structure. There is frequently a radar reflectivity trough and a secondary precipita

tion maximum as one proceeds rearward from the convective line (Smull and Houze 

198.5a). This mode is a bow echo consisting of a convective line in the 40-110 km 

leng:th range. The conceptual evolution of this mode is displayed in Fig. 4.4 while a 

composite radar reflectivity example of the various stages of this mode is shown in 

Fig. 4.5. 

Note that the conceptual model (Fig. 4.4) isolates the bowing convection; the 

pos1;ibility exists for a quasi-linear group of convective cells to be present on either 
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(a) First 40 dBZ Echoes, 0045 
UTC 

(b) Initiation, 0345 UTC (c) Bowing Stage, 0445 UTC 

(d) Mature Stage, 0545 UTC (e) Dissipation, 0645 UTC 

Figure 4.5: Composite radar reflectivity example of a bow echo/extensive stratiform 
(BE/ES) system from 7 July 2004 over western Texas. 

Bowing Convective Modes Comparison: 
iming of Stratiform Precipitation Formation 

to Bowing Distribution 

% Stratiform % Stratiform % No % No 
Development Development Relationship Stratiform 

During Around Apparent Precipitation 
Maturity Dissipation Between 

Bowing and 
Stratiform 

Multiple Bowing Squall Line 

Figure 4.6: Relative frequency distribution comparison of trailing stratiform precip
itation formation timing in relation to bowing stages for bow echo/ extensive strati
form, bowing squall line, and multiple bowing squall line. 
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Fig;ure 4. 7: Relative frequency distribution comparison of initial convective modes to 
bowing convective modes for all cases observed in this study. 

end of any of the models for any bowing convective mode. However, additional 

convect ion extending beyond the bow is less common than the depictions illustrated. 

The t railing stratiform precipitation for this structure usually develops during 

the later-mature to dissipating stages of the bow echo evolution (Fig. 4.6) . Compar-

ison with two other bowing convective modes is also shown in Fig. 4.6. This mode 

typically displays a noticeable lag in the formation of stratiform precipitation after 

the bowing process has occurred. BE/ES convective lines oft en have a sharp reflec

tivity gradient on the convex leading edge with a weaker reflectivity gradient on the 

trailing edge of the convective line into the stratiform region. 

Most often, bow echoes with extensive stratiform form from groups of ordinary 

or multicellular cells into a strong mesoscale cluster or quasi-linear convective band 

of cells and subsequently into a bow echo (Fig. 4. 7). Supercells interacting with 

ordinary or multicells also initiate these structures at times. If this process occurs, 

usually only one dominant supercell influences the evolution of the convection into a 
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Bowing Convective Modes Longevity Comparison 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of bowing longevities for each bowing convective mode as 
defined in section 4.2 . The middle line in each box represents the mean. The edges of 
the boxes .epresent the lower and upper quartiles of the distributions while the ends 
of the lines are the minima and maxima. The ±1 O" (standard deviation) locations 
of each diEtribution are shown as black "x" s on each distribution drawing. 

BE/ES. 

The average bowing longevity of a BE/ES is around 3. 75 h with most cases 

lasting 2 to 6 h (Fig. 4.8). These storms are well distributed over most of the eastern 

two-thirds of the United States (Fig. 4.9) . BE/ ESs usually start bowing between 

1200 and 2200 LST while dissipating between 1600 and 0300 LST (Fig. 4.10 and 

Fig. 4.11). 

This mode of convection does not produce very much severe weather , usually 

producing 0-5 large hail reports, 0-15 severe surface wind reports, and rarely pro-

ducing tornado reports (Figs. 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14) . All bowing convective modes 

average about one severe wind report for every 10 km of convective line length for an 

ent ire convective evolution, but there is considerable variability from case to case. 1 

A representative sounding describing a BE/ ES case on 29 April 2004 in South-

1 The absolut e number of severe weather reports does not necessarily reflect the proclivity of a 
bowing con'rective mode to produce severe weather. This is because syst ems are different sizes and 
normalizatil)n by storm size is needed but difficult to undertake for all BCSs. 
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Figure 4.9: Bowing convective system development and movement locat ions divided 
up over bowing modes. Development and movement tracks are defined in section 2.2. 
Movements are t aken to be approximately linear t racks between first echoes and bow 
st~~rt as well as between bow start and bow end. 
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Bowing Convective Modes: Bow Start Diurnal Comparison 
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Figure 4.1 0: Comparison of bow start times in local standard time for each bowing 
convective mode as defined in section 4.2. Each bin is labeled with the leading time 
so that the 0500 bin includes times through 0500-0559 LST. 

west Okla.homa is shown in Fig. 4.15. 2 According to SPC sounding estimat es, the 

surface and Mixed Layer (ML) CAPE were 17 46 J kg-1 and 2262 J kg- 1, the 0-3 

km and 0-6 km vector wind difference magnitudes were 8.0 m s-1 and 10.3 m s- 1 , 

with a 9.E: rn s-1 storm-relative wind inflow in the 0-2 km layer. The ML CAPE for 

this sounding corresponds to a mid-range instability compared to past studies, while 

the vector wind difference magnitudes are on the lower end of magnitudes of vertical 

wind shear compared to past studies (see appendix A). These parameters will be 

compared with the next bowing convective mode in the next subsection. 

2 A clo~e proximity sounding is shown instead of showing a composite sounding. As discussed 
in Brown 1:1993), averaging many cases causes smoothing which diminishes soundings used for 
comparisor. purposes . 
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Bowing Convective Modes: Bow End Diurnal Comparison 
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Figure 4.11: Same as Fig. 4.10, except for bow end t ime. 
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Fig;ure 4.12: Same as Fig. 4.8, except for comparison of the number of severe hail 
reports. 
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Bowing Convective Modes Severe Wind Reports Comparison 
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Figure 4.13: Same as Fig. 4.8, except for comparison of the number of severe wind 
reports. 
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Figure 4.14: Same as Fig. 4.8, except for comparison of the number of severe tornado 
reports. 
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Fig;ure 4.15: Skew T -log p plot of rawinsonde observation from Oklahoma City, OK 
( OUN), at 0000 UTC 30 April 2003. 

.{2.2 Mode 2: Bow Echo /Minimal Stratiform 

The second most common bowing convective mode (20%) is t he bow 

echo/ minima l stratiform (BE/MS) . The most distinguishing characteristic of 

these bow echoes is very little trailing stratiform precipitation t hroughout their evo

lution (Figs. 4.16 and 4.17). This mode is a bow echo with a convective line in the 

40-110 km length range. As depicted in the conceptual evolution, BE/MS systems 

tend to have a sharp radar reflectivity gradient immediately behind and in front 

of the reflectivity maximum, whereas the BE/ES systems have a sharp reflectivity 

gradient only on the leading edge. 

The conceptual model of the BE/MS looks similar to the original bow echo 

model of Fujita (1978) (Fig. 1.1). The tall echo that Fujita referred to appears to 

reE.emble the convection that initiates this bowing convective mode (not shown) . Su-
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Figu: ~e 4.16: As in Fig. 4.4 but for a bow echo/ minimal stratiform system. 

(a) First 40 dBZ Echoes, 1915 
UTC 

(b) Initiation, 2215 UTC (c) Bowing Stage, 2330 UTC 

(d) Mature Stage, 0030 UTC (e) Dissipation, 0145 UTC 

Figure 4.17: As in Fig. 4.5, but for a bow echo/ minimal stratiform (BE/ MS) system 
from 21-22 May 2004 over eastern Iowa and western Illinois. 
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Figure 4.18: Relative frequency distribution of the rate of bowing for the bow 
echo/minimal stratiform composite. 

pe:ccells and very strong, tall convective cells often initiate BE/MSs (Fig. 4.7); one 

can infer that this initiating convection remains vertically erect resulting in light 

tra,iling stratiform precipitation production. Radar reflectivity animations suggested 

that even when supercells or strong convective cells interacted with ordinary or mul-

ticellular convection to form these systems, the supercells or strong convective cells 

appeared to dominate the convective evolution into a bow echo. Moreover, when the 

mixed supercells and cells initial convective mode produced BE/MS systems, there 

were greater numbers of supercells and higher reflectivity supercells compared to the 

BI~/ES systems. 

BE/MSs at times inherit trailing stratiform precipitation from nearby convec-

tion, but these convective systems tend to diminish this influence or produce no 

significant stratiform rain throughout their evolution. Sometimes this mode is diffi-

cult to distinguish from a BE/ES if it develops in a very moist environment where 

pre-existing stratiform precipitation exists. 

Strong rotation is often observed in the line-end vorticies for BE/MSs, with 

46% of storms in this mode with an identifiable cyclonic vortex compared with only 
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32% for all other modes.3 According to the distribution of the rate of bowing for 

this mode in Fig. 4.18, there is a very strong tendency for fast and very fast bowing 

in BE/MSs. In general, stronger damaging surface wind gusts are possible in faster-

moving or faster-accelerating BCSs since the observed surface wind speeds are the 

sum of the storm motions and the storm relative winds (Wakimoto et al. 2006a). 

Interestingly, many examples of rear-inflow notches (RINs) from past studies are 

ident ified for cases with limited trailing stratiform precipitation like this convective 

mode (e.g. Fig. 2.13, Przybylinski 1995) . The statistics from this study indicate that 

there exists a higher frequency of RINs for the BE/MS compared to the rest of the 

cases (44% vs. 27%). 

BE/ MSs are slightly shorter lived than the BE/ES systems, usually around 

3.5 h in longevity with most cases lasting 1 to 5 h (Fig. 4.8). It seems reasonable 

that bowing convective modes that produce trailing stratiform precipitation while 

continually regenerating convection on the leading edge have a greater potential to 

be long-lived. Radar reflectivity animations suggest that BE/MSs appear somewhat 

unstable a.nd not well suited for convection regeneration due to strong rotation, large 

bowing accelerations, and the maintenance of strong convective cells on the leading 

edge, although additional data would be needed to assess the dynamical linkages. 

Notably, this mode tends to be preferentially located north of 32°N latitude 

(Fig. 4.9) . These results could be indicative of large-scale conditions conducive to 

the formation of this bowing mode. It is possible that the climatologically moist 

environment of the southern U.S. states is more likely to produce bowing convec-

tion with trailing stratiform precipitation. However, vertical wind shear could also 

play a role. BE/MSs have a similar but narrower diurnal distribution than BE/ESs 

(Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4. 11). BE/WSs usually start bowing between 1500 and 2100 LST 

and dissipate between 1900 and 0200 LST. 

3 Unless otherwise noted, percentages listed as results are statistically significant on the 95% or 
99% level taking into account the overall population si<~e and the composite sample size. 
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Figure 4.19: Skew T-log p plot of rawinsonde observation from Fort Worth, TX 
(FWD) , at 0000 UTC 24 April 2003. 

BE/MSs produce about twice as many hail and tornado reports as BE/ESs 

on average (Figs. 4. 12, 4.13, and 4.14). This result could be related to the stronger 

reflectivity cells and their stronger influence on these systems as they form. 

A representative sounding describing a BE/MS case on 24 April 2003 in South

wEst Oklahoma is shown in Fig. 4.19. According to SPC sounding estimates, the 

sm face and ML CAPE were 1979 J kg-1 and 2745 J kg-1 , the 0-3 km and 0-6 km 

vedor wind difference magnitudes were 23.9 m s-1 and 28.8 m s- I, with a 11.3 m 

s-L storm-relative wind inflow in the 0-2 km layer. The ML CAPE for this sounding 

corresponds with a mid-range instability compared to past studies while the vector 

wind difference magnitudes are on the upper end of magnitudes of vertical wind shear 

compared to past studies (see appendix A). 

In comparison to the I3E/ES mode of convection, the convective instabilities, 
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drying of c ~ir above 2 km, and storm relative wind inflows are similar between the two 

case studi,:;s . However, the BE/MS sounding has much larger low-layer and deep

layer vector wind difference magnitudes compared to the BE/ES sounding. Note 

that these examples are chosen around a similar time of year with similar regional 

placements. Thus, these cases could provide some distinction between the BE/ ES 

and BE/ MS modes of convection. Furthermore, the greater vertical wind shear for 

the BE/MS mode may account for the higher frequency of severe weather compared 

to the BE/ES mode. It is also consistent with more upright convection and minimal 

trailing st:~atiform precipitation. 

4.2.3 Mode 3: Bowing Squall Line 

The t hird most common bowing convective mode (14%) is the bowing squall 

line. ThiB mode is a bowing MCS with a convective line in the 110-225 krn length 

range and includes the longest convective lines established for a BCS. It is noted 

that bowi'lg squall lines are substantially smaller than many squall lines. Although 

in this study 225 km has been selected as the upper limit to bowing convection, 

additional work is needed to ascertain the dynamical basis for the upper limit to 

bowing convection. It is certainly possible that longer squall lines could exhibit bow

ing (e.g. Johnson and Hamilton 1988, Skamarock et al. 1994). The 225 km bowing 

convective line fits in between the upper limits of the recent studies of BS04 and 

Coniglio Et al. (2004a) (see Table 2.1). This bowing convective mode is described as 

the bowing of an entire squall line that existed for at least 30 minutes as a linear MCS 

prior to the bowing process (Figs. 4.20 and 4.21). This mode almost always demon

strates eJo;ensive trailing stratiform precipitation (96% moderate-to-heavy stratiform 

precipitat ion). 

According to the distribution of the timing of stratiform precipitation formation 

in relation to bowing for this mode (Fig. 4.6), bowing squall lines generate trailing 
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Figure 4.20: As in Fig. 4.4 but for a bowing squall line system. 

(,'1) First 40 dBZ Echoes, 2345 
UTC 

(b) Initiation, 0245 UTC (c) Bowing Stage, 0345 UTC 

(d) Mature Stage, 0430 UTC (e) Dissipat ion, 0530 UTC 

Figure 4.21: As in Fig. 4.5, but for a bowing squall line system from 7-8 July 2003 
over western Nebraska. 
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stratiform precipitation much earlier in the bowing process compared to BE/ESs. 

Usually, e ~nly in the mature stage, shortly after bowing acceleration begins, substan

tial trailing stratiform precipitation develops in a bowing squall line. That is, the 

formation of trailing stratiform precipitation in this mode occurs early in the evo

lution while maintaining a bowing convective line for several hours longer. Further

more, 549') of all bowing squall lines have pre-existing trailing stratiform precipitation 

before an:r bowing occurs (as compared to 20% for all other modes). 

The distribution of initial modes that form bowing squall lines demonstrates 

that a squall line produces this mode of convection 87% of the time (Fig. 4. 7). The 

other init ial modes rarely cause a bowing squall line. Also, t he bowing squall lines 

forced fro:n the other initial modes typically have a less-organized structure compared 

to those that arise from a longer lasting TS MCS. 

Thit; mode averages a longevity of 4.75 h, which is much greater than BE/ESs 

or BE/WSs, with many bowing squall line cases lasting 2.5 to 7 h (Fig. 4.8). These 

systems reveal a preference for formation over the central United States (Fig. 4.9). 

Presumably, this finding is connected to the climatological tendency of MCS for

mation over the central United States. Bowing squall lines have a unique diurnal 

distributi,)n: the bow start and bow end times are well spread throughout the local 

day with very small peaks in the distributions (Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11). 

Bowing squall lines produce around the same number of severe hail and tornado 

reports aB BE/ ESs (Figs. 4.12 and 4.14) . However, these convective systems tend to 

produce many more severe wind reports than the two previous bow echo modes 

(usually 0-45 reports, Fig. 4.13). The large-scale nature of the bowing squall lines 

with a potentially wide rear-inflow jet (RIJ) could contribute to a wide areal extent 

of severe surface wind damage. 

Ten of all31 derechos observed in this study are bowing squall lines. In addition, 

19% of all bowing squall lines tabulated meet the derecho criteria of Johns and Hirt 
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(1987) . These statistics imply that this mode of convect ion is commonly a large-scale 

MCS that continually regenerates convection on the leading edge. 

Mode 4: Multiple Bowing Squall Line 

The next bowing convective mode is the multiple bowing squall line, total

ing 7% of all cases. The conceptual evolution of this mode is displayed in Fig. 4.22, 

while a radar example of this mode from this study is shown in Fig. 4.23. This mode 

is described as the bowing of an entire squall line into two or more bowing convective 

segments that are adjoined. Each individual bowing segment falls anywhere between 

30 and 190 km (based on the observations) while the total line lengths (all bow 

lengths added) occur anywhere between 110 and 510 km. While 510 km is much 

greater than the 225 km maximum of the bowing squall line, no individual segment 

wa:3 any longer than 190 km (see the multiple bowing line segments distribution in 

Fi~;. 4.24). In fact, this distribution is very similar to the overall BCS line lengths 

distribution in Fig. 4.27. While the overall horizontal extent of t he bowing convec

tion is usually greatest for multiple bowing squall lines compared to all other modes, 

thE, individual bowing segments fall into the preferred ranges previously discussed. 

In the present study, out of the 25 cases that were multiple bowing squall lines, 16 

cases contained two bowing segments, 6 cases contained three bowing segments, and 

3 cases contained four bowing segments. 

The bowing portions of the squall line in this mode are not required to bow 

at t he same time. In fact, most often, the bowing segment located the farthest 

leftward (usually the farthest north) in the multiple bowing squall line is t he first t o 

accelerate, followed by one or more segments farther to the right along the convective 

line (usually farther south) which subsequently accelerate. 

These convective systems usually demonstrate extensive trailing stratiform pre

cipitation like bowing squall lines (96% moderate-to-heavy stratiform). However, the 
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Figure 4.22: As in Fig. 4.4 but for a multiple bowing squall line system. 

(a) First 40 dBZ Echoes, 2315 
UTC 

(b) Initiation, 0300 UTC (c) Bowing Stage, 0500 UTC 

(d) Mature Stage, 0700 UTC (e) Dissipation, 0900 UTC 

Figure 4. 23: As in Fig. 4.5, but for a multiple bowing squall line system from 5-6 
July 2004 over western Kansas and northern Oklahoma. 
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Figure 4.24: Histogram plot displaying the frequency distribution of each segment of 
the multiple bowing squall line convective mode. The average, standard deviation, 
range, and number of convective lines are shown in the upper right hand corner. 

area1 extent of the trailing stratiform precipitation for multiple bowing squall lines is 

generally less than that of the bowing squall lines. Multiple bowing squall lines usu-

ally generate trailing stratiform precipitation earlier in the bowing process compared 

to BE/ESs (Fig. 4.6), yet the difference is not as great when one compares stratiform 

formation t iming of bowing squall lines to BE/ESs. 

T he distribution of the initial modes that form multiple bowing squall lines 

(Fi:~- 4. 7) reveals that this mode arises 80% of the time from a squall line. T hus, 

bowing squall lines and multiple bowing squall lines usually form from initial squall 

linE:s that experience a bowing acceleration process. 

The average longevity of a multiple bowing squall line is slight ly greater than 

a bowing squall line; it tends to be 5 h with most cases lasting 2 to 8 h, making this 

the longest-lived bowing convective mode (Fig. 4.8). Like bowing squall lines, these 

sto:~ms display a formation preference toward the cent ral United St ates (Fig. 4.9). 

Multiple bowing squall lines have a similar diurnal distribution to BE/WSs (Fig. 4.10 

and Fig. 4.11). Multiple bowing squall lines tend to start bowing between 1500 and 
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Figure 4.25: As in Fig. 4.4 but for a bowing single cell system. 

2100 LST. They most often dissipate between 2200 and 0400 LST (slightly later than 

BE/WSs). 

Multiple bowing squall lines are the most prolific producers of severe weather, 

usually producing 0-7 large hail reports, 0-50 severe surface wind reports, and 0-4 

tornado reports per case (Figs. 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14) . This result implies that many 

multiple b•)wing squall lines are extremely severe convective storms, and part of this 

is the larg2 areal extent of these systems. Moreover, 6 of all 31 derechos observed 

in this study are multiple bowing squall lines. When considering all multiple bowing 

squall line~;, 24% meet the derecho criteria of Johns and Hirt (1987). 

4.2.5 Mode 5: Bowing Single Cell 

The final organized bowing convective mode (8%) is the bowing single cell. 

This modE: is a small bowing system with a convective line in the 20-40 km length 

range (Fig. 4.25 and 4.26) . This mode generates very limited to no trailing stratiform 

precipitah:m (only 9% of these cases have trailing stratiform precipit ation) . 

Groups of cells, manifest as small ordinary or multicell clusters, are favored to 

produce this bowing convective mode (65%), while single supercells commonly play 
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(a.) First 40 dBZ Echoes, 0030 (b) Initiation, 0215 UTC (c) Bowing Stage, 0300 UTC 
UTC 

(d) Mature Stage, 0345 UTC (e) Dissipation, 0415 UTC 

Fig;ure 4.26: As in Fig. 4.5, but for a bowing single cell from 4 August 2003 over 
northeast Kentucky. 

a role (29%, Fig. 4.7). 

These are the shortest-lived of all the bowing modes, with an average lifespan 

of a.bout 2.25 h with most cases lasting 1.5 to 3 h (Fig. 4.8). These storms usually 

develop over the central or northeast U.S. (Fig. 4.9). Bowing single cells have a similar 

diurnal distribution to BE/ESs but are much narrower (Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11) . 

Bowing single cells usually start bowing between 1800 and 2300 LST and dissipate 

between 1800 and 0100 LST. 

Bowing single cells produce very little severe weather compared to other modes 

(Figs. 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14). Moreover, this mode did not produce any of the derechos 

in this study. Bowing single cells are generally non-severe and short-lived beyond their 

sma1l size alone. 
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4.2.6 Disorganized bowing convection 

The term disorganized bowing convection was given to a convective system se

lected in the original perusal, but not showing an organized bowing structure when 

viewed close up in the radar animations. According to Fig. 4.3, these were highly 

uncommon in the final sample, only comprising about 2% of the cases. Often, dis

organized bowing convection exhibited bowing acceleration for only 15-30 minutes, 

while tendng to be coincident arc shaped convection for a slight ly longer time. These 

convective systems are generally very short-lived. 

4.3 Formative line lengths of bowing convective system s 

Convective line lengths of the BCSs that formed in this study were measured 

from radar images with a precision of approximately 5 km. The line lengths were 

taken to be the straight-line distance between the approximate centroids of the line

end vorticEs during the mature phase of each BCS. The results reveal that the length 

of the average bowing convective line in this study is about 75 km (Fig. 4.27). The 

distribution demonstrates that a pr-eferred r-ange of sizes for bowing convective sys

tems does exist. Approximately 70% of all bowing convective lines fall between 40 

and 110 km, about one standard deviation above and below the mean. 

It is :oossible that the typical size range of sizes of BCSs is due to the contri

bution of line-end vortices which are important structural components of a strong 

bowing system. According to Weisman (1993), these vortices range between 20 and 

50 km in diameter; evidence has been presented that they arise from tilting of bound

ary layer wind shear. There has been no explanation to date on how vortices of these 

sizes come to be. Little spacing could prevent vortex formation while large spacing 

could be d•3trimental to adding rear-inflow. Two average-sized line-end vortices of 

approximately 35 krn would each contribute 17.5 krn to the bowing convective line 

length as it was measured. Therefore, a distance of approximately 40 km between the 
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Warm Season Bowing Convective Line Lengths 
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Figure 4.27: Frequency distribution displaying the frequency distribution of bowing 
convect ive line lengths observed in this study in 5 km bins. The average, standard 
de-viation, range, and number of convective lines are shown in t he upper right hand 
corner. 

line-end vort ices could indicate a preferred spacing for optimal addit ion of rear-inflow 

velocity fields induced by the vortices. If BCSs form from the tilt ing of boundary 

layer vorticity toward a vertical axis, BCSs less than 40 km would have little to no 

horizonal space for the formation of line-end vortices. Conversely, BCSs that form 

with lengths longer than 110 km would have large spacing between developing line-

enci. vortices, lessening the potential for additive rear-inflow velocity fields induced 

by the vortices , even though bowing could still occur. 

From the above observations of convective line lengths, the bowing convective 

sys·~ems which were termed "bow echoes" as part of their naming convention had 

convect ive line lengths between 40 and 110 km. BCSs below 40 km will be termed 

as ''single cells" . BCSs larger than 110 km contained "bowing squall line" as part of 

their name. The choice of ranges is consistent with past studies that have assigned 

small-scale bow echoes to events less than 40 km (e.g. Lee et al. 1992, KHB04); 

moreover , studies of MCSs have shown that convective systems greater than 100 km 
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can be stwngly influenced by the Coriolis force (e.g. Parker and Johnson 2000). 

4 .4 Radar observed cell mergers 

In t his study, 58% of all BCSs were associated with convective storm mergers 

that aided in the evolution toward the bowing process, which is close to the fraction 

reported by other studies (see section 2.3.2) . These cells aided the initiation of bowing 

convection between 15-45 minutes after the cell merger process. At times, multiple 

cell mergers were necessary to initiate bowing acceleration. Results were tabulated 

depending upon t he flank of the greatest size and number of cells mergers occurring. 

Results show that the merging process can occur on any flank with existing 

convection to aid in initiating the bowing process. Fig. 4.28 shows that the merging 

process is :nost favorable for producing a BCS when a convective cell or cells merge 

into the central pre-existing convection that soon becomes a I3CS. The resulting 

bowing apex usually arises within 15-45 minutes near the location of the merging 

process. However, additional high-resolution research data or numerical simulations 

would be needed to document the production and evolution of vertical vorticity 

change resulting from this process in relation to studies like Finley et al. (2001) . 

Rad2,r observations indicate that merging with strong supercells was favorable 

in the left (usually northern) flank to initiate bowing and enhance rotation in the 

line-end vortex. However, merging with large supercells near the central line was 

less conducive to greater longevity of the bowing convective lines. Southern flank 

convective mergers usually produced an increase in the size of the convective segment. 

Merging on this flank was infrequent and did not appear to aid the bowing process 

very strongly. 

Not :tll convective cell mergers produced bowing convection. The merging of 

convective cells well before the initiation of bowing was observed at times. The data 

show cell mergers in systems several hours before the bowing process began that are 
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• = >60dBZ 

• =50-60dBZ 
= 40-50 dBZ 

= 30-40 dBZ 

=20-30 dBZ 

No Convective 
Mergers = 42% 

Left Flank = 11% 

Central Segment= 39% 

Right Flank = 8% 

Figure 4.28: Schematic representation of radar observed convective merger percent
ages and locations observed in this study. The cells shown on each flank are closely 
representative of the cell types and sizes usually responsible for the initiation of 
bowing convection on the respective flank. 

see:ningly unrelated to the initiation of bowing convection. This occurrence of an 

ear lier merger process was infrequent and not tabulated. 

Interestingly, Fig. 2.2 from BS04 shows a mode of bow echo formation termed 

"Squall Line - Cell Merger" . Note that the conceptual convection evolution shows 

the cell merger occurring at the center of the existing convective line, close to the 

subsequent bowing apex. Although this process for this mode is not discussed in 

BS04, t his result is consistent with the tabulated observations from t he current study: 

t he central pre-existing convection is the preferred merging location for t he initiation 

of BCSs. 

LL5 Slabular and cellular bowing convective lines 

Radar reflectivity examples of the convective regions of BCSs are shown in 

Fig:. 4.29 (cellular, slabular, and hybrid bowing convective lines). The labeling system 

for the bowing convective regions closely follows the research of James et al. (2005). 

St~:tistical t abulat ion illustrates that bowing convective regions of BCSs are most 
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(a) Cellular Bowing Convective (b) Slabular Bowing Convec- (c) Hybrid Bowing Convective 
Line ti ve Line Line 

Figure 4.29: Composite radar reflectivity examples of the three convective region 
classifications of bowing convective lines observed in this study. The naming system 
closely folbws that of James et al. (2005). 
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Figure 4.30: Relative frequency distribution of convective regions in bowing convec
tive lines observed throughout this entire study. 
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often slabular convective lines comprising about 77% of the population (Fig. 4.30) . 

According to James et al. (2005), slabular lines typically experience much 

stronger low-level shear in the cross-line direction, as well as strong shear in the 

along-line direction compared to cellular lines. Low-level, line-perpendicular inflow 

of the slabular environments is much stronger than that for the cellular environments. 

Als•), slabular convective lines have larger low-level relative humidities, and a lower 

vertical height than their lifting condensation level (LCL) . Thus, further research be

yond this study should reveal environmental differences between slabular and cellular 

BC Ss and the differences between their surface-based cold pools. 

Examining the evolutions of the convective regions suggests that the most orga

nized bowing structures are strong, slabular convective lines. Composite analysis of 

slabular versus cellular convective lines illustrates statistically significant differences, 

with slabular lines possessing identifiable cyclonic and anticyclonic line-end vortices 

more frequently than cellular lines (37% vs. 5% and 15% vs. 5%). Further study 

is necessary for understanding significant environmental differences between slabu

lar and cellular bowing convective lines. The rates of bowing acceleration are also 

increased for slabular bowing convective lines over cellular bowing convective lines 

(55% fast bowing in slabular vs. 29% fast bowing in cellular). 

The findings show that bowing convection can evolve between the slabular and 

cellular modes before dissipation. This process could be indicative of a BCS mov

ing into a different kinematic or thermodynamic environment. However, significant 

evolution in the bowing convective regions was only observed in about 6% of the 

cases. About 88% of all BCSs examined exhibited a sharp reflectivity gradient on 

the convex leading edge where reflectivities in the convective region progressed from 

0 dBZ t o at least 45 dBZ over a width of less than 20 km. This property was tested 

because of the bow echo definition used by KHB04. This research demonstrates that 

it i:> not absolutely necessary, as in the definitions of KHB04 and BS04 to have a 
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slabular convective line or a sharp reflectivity gradient on the convex leading edge 

for a convective system to produces bowing acceleration. However, this st udy does 

confirm tha,t this property is usually present in bowing convective regions. 

4.6 Observed stratiform variability of bowing convection 

In t he present study, 72% of all cases generated significant trailing stratiform 

precipitation. Not surprisingly, the distribution of bowing convective modes reveals 

that BE/ESs, bowing squall lines, and multiple bowing squall lines possess moderate

to-heavy strat iform precipitation. BE/WSs and bowing single cells infrequently pos

sess extensive stratiform precipitation. If t hey do, it usually comes about 15 to 30 

minutes before dissipation and usually is not significant in areal extent . In these cases 

that produce limited convectively generated trailing stratiform precipitation, evolu

tions suggE:st t hat the t railing precipitation regions had virtually no influence on the 

convective evolutions. These results are supported by the average bowing convective 

line length:3 of BCSs possessing trailing stratiform precipitation verses those that do 

not (83 km vs. 59 km). Thus, convectively generated trailing stratiform precipitation 

is more common in BCSs of larger scales. 

TraiLng stratiform precipitation and pre-existing stratiform precipit ation be

fore bowing produce BCSs with greater longevity compared to the rest of t he sample 

(Fig. 4.31). These observations could imply that a BCS configuration with con

vectively generated stratiform precipitation is more prone to regenerate convection 

with dynamics similar to a balanced squall line situation, where cold pool generated 

horizontal vorticity balances storm relative environmental wind shear (Weisman and 

Rotunno 2804). 

Stratiform precipitation is important to note in understanding BCS longevity 

and severity because most discussions about the rear inflow jets (RIJs) in BCSs as

sume the presence of a trailing stratiform precipitation region with a midlevel mesolow 
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Figure 4.31: Same as Fig. 4.8, except for comparison of differing types of stratiform 
pre.jpitation formation in bowing convective systems as defined in the text . 

that accelerates the rear inflow toward the convective line (see Fig. 2.11). As discussed 

in Chapter 2, a counterexample of a trailing stratiform convective system appears to 

be Klimowski (1994), who observed a very strong squall line over North Dakota with 

no trailing precipitation but very strong rear inflow. Furthermore, 20% of all cases 

examined in this study are bow echoes with light trailing precipitation (BE/WSs). 

Thus, various questions remain unanswered such as, what are the implications of the 

stratiform precipitation on the development of RIJs in bowing convective systems? 

While examination of RIJs using radial velocity or research data is beyond the scope 

of this study, these observations should be taken into consideration when identifying 

or assessing the dynamics of a BCS. 

l/ .6.1 Trailing stratiform precipitation shapes 

Throughout the observation of trailing stratiform precipitation regions in this 

study, two extremes in orientation and shape of enhanced precipitation regions 
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(a) Line-parallel Elongation (b) Line-perpendicular Elonga- (c) Perpendicular and Parallel 
tion Elongation 

Figure 4.32: Composite radar reflectivity examples of three main trailing stratiform 
precipitation shapes observed in this study. 

Warm Season Bowing Convection: 
Stratiform Precipitation Shape Distribution 
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Figure 4.33: Relative frequency distribution of trailing stratiform precipitat ion shapes 
observed throughout t his study. Examples of each of the stratiform shapes are noted 
in Fig. 4.~:2. 
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Figure 4.34: Radar reflectivity and doppler radial velocity comparison for 5 May 
1996 derecho that affected Paducah, KY. The reflectivity and radial velocity scales 
are shown in the lower right hand sides of each panel. From Weisman (2001), adapted 
from a figure provided by R.W. Przybylinski (personal communication). 

Figure 4.35: Radar reflectivity display at 0.5° azimuth from Lubbock, TX (KLBB) 
NEXRAD radar on 4 April 2000 at 0413 UTC. Reflectivity color scale is given on 
th1~ bottom From the website (http:/ jwww.nssl.noaa.gov/mag/bowecho/) based on 
th1~ study of Burke and Schultz (2004). 
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were noted. These shapes are labeled as line-parallel elongation and line

perpendicular elongation. The intermediate shape between these includes both 

line-parallel and line-perpendicular elongation (Fig. 4.32). 

The frequency distribution of these shapes (Fig. 4.33) indicates that line-parallel 

stratiform precipitation is favored compared to either shape that contains a perpen

dicular component. Line-parallel t railing stratiform precipitation is similar in evo

lutionary properties to a typical TS MCS (Parker and Johnson 2000) . However, a 

distinguishing component of BCSs appears to be very strongly developed rear-inflow 

compared to average squall lines. 

Remarkably, line-perpendicular elongated trailing stratiform precipitation 

has been observed in past studies but has not been commented upon. 

Fig. 4.34 shows the famous Paducah, KY bow echo derecho from 5 May 1996 

(http:/ jwww.crh.noaa.govjpah/science/REWRITE2.php) . The trailing stratiform 

precipitation region is elongated in the line-perpendicular direction and is collocated 

with a str<)ng RIJ seen in the radial velocity data. Furthermore, Fig. 4.35 depicts a 

strong bow echo near Lubbock, TX on 4 April 2000 from BS04. The authors note in 

their writE ~up that this storm was very compact, severe, and produced a very concen

trated RIJ (see http:/ jwww.nssl.noaa.gov/magjbowecho/klbb-042800/case.html) . It 

is possiblE that line-perpendicular elongated trailing stratiform precipitation could 

have implications for forecasting and warning for the onset of an RIJ in a BCS. 

The frequency distribution of bowing convective modes exhibiting line

perpendicular elongated trailing stratiform precipitation demonstrate that the 

BE/ES systems most often exhibit enhanced trailing stratiform precipitation ar

ranged in a perpendicular fashion behind the bowing convective line (Fig. 4.36). 

This result could indicate a convective line length preference that would concentrate 

RIJs, similar to the convective line arguments presented in section 4.3. Additional 

evidence fm concentrated RIJs during this process includes cyclonic and anticyclonic 
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line-Perpendicular Stratiform Precipitation 
Composite: Convective Modes Distribution 
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Figure 4.36: Relative frequency distribution of bowing convective modes for line
perpendicular shaped trailing strat iform precipitation composite. 

vortices identified from radar reflectivity animations in 46% and 29% of these cases, 

respectively (compared to 29% and 10% for all other cases). Moreover, a perpen-

dicular enhanced trailing stratiform precipitation region is related to a greater rate 

of bowing and thus acceleration in the bowing process compared to the rest of the 

sample. 

The composite analysis of line-perpendicular elongated trailing strat iform pre

cir; itation shows greater severe surface wind speeds over other cases with only 90% 

statistical significance . Average severe surface wind speeds increase from 31m s- 1 to 

33m s-1 when comparing line-parallel to line-perpendicular stratiform precipitation; 

these speeds are highly sensitive to damage survey estimated speeds that could have 

reporting problems at times. Therefore, this radar signature may be indicative of a 

concentrated RIJ, but may not necessarily indicate strong severe surface winds. 
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(a) Sustained Transition Zone (b) No Ttansition Zone 

Figure 4.37: Radar reflectivity composite examples of a bowing convective system 
that has (a) sustained transition zone and (b) no transition zone at all. 

4.6.2 Sustained Transition Zone 

The observation of a sustained transition zone is defined as a bowing convec-

t ive system generating trailing stratiform precipitation and maintaining a transition 

zone (e.g. Biggerstaff and Houze 1991) between the convective line and secondary en

hanced pr·~cipitation that is at least the width of the convective region for at least half 

of the storm longevity. That is, there is a long duration of very light precipitation in 

the radar •::omposite between the bowing convective line and moderate-to-heavy strat-

iform region. An example of this process and a counterexample are given in Fig. 4.37. 

The relative frequency distribution reveals that the sustained transition zone process 

is not very frequent, but radar reflect ivity animations suggest that this process is 

significant to the evolution of the bowing convection when it occurs (Fig. 4.38) . In 

general, the mean length of convective lines is greater when this process is realized 

(108 km ,.s. 79 km). 

Composite analysis of BCSs that sustain a transition zone reveals differences 

in the bowing convective modes (Fig. 4.39). The results show that the number of 

bowing squall lines plus the number of multiple bowing squall lines that possess a 

sustained transit ion zone are about equal to the number of the BE/ ES mode which 

exhibit this phenomenon. Composite analysis also shows that stratiform precipitation 

very frequent ly builds up during the mature stages of the bowing process for cases 
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Figure 4.38: Relative frequency distribution of all bowing convective systems that 
demonstrate the sustained transition zone process. 
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Figure 4.39: Relative frequency distribution comparison of bowing convective modes 
for bowing convective systems that sustain a large transition wne from strong strat
iform precipitation and those that do not. 
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Sustained Transition Zone Composite: 
Timing of Stratiform Precipitation Formation 

to Bowing Distribution 
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Figure 4.40: Distribution of trailing stratiform precipitation development timing in 
relation to bowing for the composite of bowing convective systems that sustain a 
large tramition zone from their stratiform regions. 

exhibiting a sustained transition zone (Fig. 4.40) . 

Eleven of all 31 derechos observed demonstrate a sustained transition zone for 

the majority of their evolution. Moreover, 29% of all the cases that sustain a large 

transition zone meet the criteria of a derecho. There is a strong indicat ion in the 

composite analysis that a sustained transition zone enhances bowing longevity by an 

average of two hours over the whole sample (Fig. 4.31). 

4 .7 Bowing Series 

The bowing series is a group of two or more BCSs which move along a similar 

track sequentially in a quasi-linear fashion. A radar reflectivity composite example 

of a series of four BCSs is displayed in Fig. 4.41. 

Inte:~estingly, subsequent BCSs in a bowing series tend to form upstream, in a 

relative sense. The resulting tracks of the BCSs are progressively displaced farther 

upstream in a quasi-linear sense. Composite analysis reveals that BCS track length 

and longev-ity are increased compared to the rest of the sample if BCSs arrange into a 
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(a) 2030 UTC (b) 2345 UTC (c) 0300 UTC 

(d) 0500 UTC 

Figure 4.41: Composite radar reflectivity of bowing series for case on 21-22 May 2004 
at (a) 2030 UTC, (b) 2345 UTC, (c) 0300 UTC, (d) 0500 UTC. 

bowing series ( 44% track farther and 68% have larger longevities) . There is a strong 

influence of stationary fronts and hybrid boundary forcing typically associated with 

a bowing series . Statistically, 43% of all BCSs in the bowing series move parallel to 

a t:ynoptic boundary. 

More research is needed to understand how the bowing series is related to the 

progressive derechos of Johns and Hirt (1987) as well as "cold pool events" of Kuchera 

and Parker (2004) . The bowing series deserves some additional attention because it 

is not always linked with a synoptic scale boundary. Thus, progressive derechos and 

"cold pool events" are likely a subset of the bowing series. 
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B:owing Convective Systems Development and Movement 

100W 

- - - Storm Development 
sow 
·Storm Motion 

Figure 5.1: Bowing convective system development and movement locations for all 
warm sea~:on cases observed in this study. Development and movement tracks are de
fined in sE:Ction 2.2. Movements are taken to be approximately linear tracks between 
first echoes and bow start as well as between bow start and bow end. 

5.1.2 Distances traversed in the bowing lifecycle 

As for other parameters, the distributions of development distance and track 

length are positively skewed (Fig. 5.3 and 5.4). Development distance shows that 

most 40 c.BZ convective echoes that produce bowing convection develop over tracks 

of roughl~r 75 to 350 km. The resulting BCS track lengths are comparable, usually 

between 80 and 370 km. While the majority of BCSs move in this range, a few 

of these ~ :ystems have the propensity for very long tracks with 5. 7% of all BCSs 

possessing movement distances between 500 and 1015 km. 

Wh~m compared on a case-by-case basis, I3CS development and movement dis-

tributiom. are similar to one another. In fact , the comparison reveals a correlation 

coefficient of r = 0.40. While not all bowing convection has a strong relationship be-

tween the distance required to form a BCS and the distance traversed, an indication of 

a relat ionship between these distances is evident when graphed on a scatterplot (not 
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Warm Season Bowing Convective Systems 
Development Distance 
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Figure 5.3: Frequency distribution of development distances (first echo to bow start, 
see section 2.2) for all warm season bowing convective systems observed in this study. 
The average, standard deviation, and range of development distances are shown in 
the upper right hand corner . 
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Track Length 
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Figure 5.4: As in Fig. 5.3, but for track lengths (bow start to bow end, see section 
2.2). 
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of average bowing convective system speeds (bow start to 
bow end, see section 2.2) for all warm season cases observed in this study. The 
average, standard deviation, and range of bowing convective system speeds are shown 
in the upper right hand corner. 

shown). This connection between development and BCS track length (or longevity) 

will be explored further when bowing longevities are discussed in section 5.3.3. 

!).2 Bowing speeds 

Considering the relationship between BCS track length and longevity, the cor

relation coefficient is very large (r = 0.87) . When the track lengths and longevities 

are examined together as the average movement speeds, the results display a nearly 

Gc.ussian distribution (Fig. 5.5). The findings reveal that there is a preferred range of 

speeds of bowing convective system movement, 10 to 24m s- 1, the mean speed being 

17 4 m s-1. This speed may exceed t he speed of a gravity current, indicating that 

the mot ion of these systems cannot be solely explained by gravity current dynamics 

for every case. 

This range indicates that if a near-surface storm-relative wind moving in the 

same direction as an average BCS (moving 17.4 m s- 1
) exceeds 8.3 m s-I, then the 
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near-surface wind will qualify as an NWS severe wind gust (25 .7 m s- 1
) which is 

an FO ratng on the Fujita scale, usually indicating limited damage. This example 

demonstn:,tes that BCSs can produce numerous severe surface winds because average 

movement speeds arc very large. In fact, nearly 4% of all BCSs in this study moved 

with spee::l.s which would exceed the criteria for a severe wind gust without any 

storm-rela.tive wind. 

5.3 Temporal distribution of bowing convective systems 

5.3.1 Monthly distributions 

The monthly distribution of warm season BCSs (Fig. 5.6) displays a shape 

like derecJ.os studied by Coniglio et al. (2004a) . The BCSs in this study show a 

ramping up of frequency from early to late April. The distribution shows May, June, 

July, and August as very active months. In contrast, Coniglio et al. (2004a) show a 

relative frequency decrease for August derechos. The large number of August BCSs 

in this study may not be statistically significant owing to the limited two-year period 

of study. The frequency of BCS decreases dramatically toward the cold season in 

September. 

An asymmetry between the leading and trailing months on each side of the 

active wa::m season months is present in the monthly distributions (Fig. 5.6). This 

finding implies greater numbers of BCSs in the early warm season compared to the 

late warm season. The general large scale asymmetry of severe convection between 

the spring and fall seasons with large-scale static instability favoring the spring season 

could be related to this phenomenon. 
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Figure 5.6: Frequency distribution of dates on which warm season bowing convec
tive systems observed in this study. Bins are divided into 10 or 11 day increments 
de)ending upon the month in question. 

5.3.2 Diurnal distributions 

Diurnal distributions of the first 40 dBZ echo, bow start, and bow end times 

suggest that daily trends are generally similar in this study and BS04 (Figs. 5. 7, 5.8, 

and 5.9). Observations from this study indicate that bowing convection initiates and 

diE.sipates during all hours of the day. 

The diurnal distributions display that the first 40 dBZ convective echoes that 

initiate warm season BCSs usually start between 1100 and 1800 LST. These struc-

tu:~es initially exhibit bowing between 1500 and 2300 LST for most cases. The rna-

jority of warm season bowing convection dissipates between 1700 and 0200 LST. 

Two noteworthy features emerge from the diurnal distributions. First of all, first 

40 dBZ echoes show a very sudden increase in frequency after 1130 LST. Secondly, 

th~~ bow end time results indicate a change between about 0100 and 0300 LST. 

The frequency of dissipating cases quickly drops off, especially around 0200 LST. 
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Figure 5./': Frequency distribution of first echo times in Local Standard Time for all 
warm season bowing convective systems observed in this study. The bins are divided 
into 15 minute intervals. 
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Figure 5.8: Same as Fig. 5. 7, but for bow start time. 
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Figure 5.9: Same as Fig. 5.7, but for bow end time. 

Ths observation could imply stabilization of nocturnal planetary boundary layers 

tending to hinder bowing convection survival so that most BCSs dissipate by 0300 

LST, although events that continue after this time may be associated with elevated 

convection. 

5.3.3 Bowing longevities 

Similar to development distance and BCS track length, the distributions of 

development time and bowing longevity are positively skewed toward shorter times 

(Figs. 5.10 and 5.11). Development times show that most 40 dBZ convective echoes 

tha.t produce bowing convection accomplish this process over periods of approxi-

mately 2 to 5.5 h. The bowing longevities extend slightly longer than the develop

ment times, usually between 2.5 to 6 h. A few BCSs possess the potential for very 

long lifespans, with 6.8% of all cases bowing 7 to 16 h. 

In comparison to the longevities of cold season bow echoes examined in I3S04, 
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Warm Season Bowing Convective Systems: 
Development Times 
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Figure 5.11): Frequency distribution of development times (first echo to bow start, see 
section 2.~ : ) for all warm season cases observed in this study. The average, standard 
deviation, and range of longevity times are shown in the upper right hand corner. 

the longevity distribution for warm season BCSs in the present study shows similar 

skewness c.nd shape for cases lasting longer than 3 hours. However, the present study 

contains many more bowing convective systems lasting 1 to 3 hours. The longevity 

criterion fm the study of BS04 was 2 hours compared to the 1 hour in t his study. 

Also, the case select ion process for the present study was performed using improved 

temporal and spatial resolution, allowing for the greater possibility of additional 

small, sho:~t-lived BCSs to be included. The differences in selection criteria cause the 

mean longevity of this study to be lower than BS04 (3.6 h vs. 5.3 h). 

The development times and longevities are similar when compared on a case 

by case ba.sis with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.32 (99% statistically significant). 

The scatt·~rplot that compares these distributions is graphed in Fig. 5.12. While 

considerable scatter exists among cases that are outliers, the large majority of BCSs 

cluster around a linear relationship between development time and longevity that 
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Warm Season Bowing Convective Systems: 
Longevity Times 
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Fig;ure 5.11: Same as Fig. 5.10, but for longevity times (bow start to bow end, see 
section 2.2). 

ha~: a slope of approximately a1 ~ 0. 75. As an example, a development time of 6 h 

would predict an expected longevity of approximately 4.5 h. However, there is too 

much scatter for a weather forecaster to base an entire forecast on this observation. 

While some relationship between BCS development time and longevity exists 

(Fig. 5.12), t here is considerable scatter. One reason for the scatter is the method

ology in assigning first 40 dBZ echo times and bow end times. First echo times do 

not always represent the development of a BCS well since 40 dBZ convective cells 

can exist in a nearly stationary position for a long period of time before rapidly 

moving cells, supercells, or a squall line develops that forcibly causes t he formation 

of a bowing system. Moreover, bowing longevity times are sometimes cut shorter 

th<:m would be possible because of external factors (e.g. interaction with exterior 

convection, convective storm mergers during the bowing process, crossing synoptic 

bo·mdaries, etc.). As a result, forecasters should examine on a case by case basis the 
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Figure 5.12: Scatterplot showing relationship between development time and 
longevity time for all warm season bowing convective systems observed in this study. 
A best fit linear relationship is shown on the chart as well as the equation of the line 
and the r" value. 

developmmt properties of BCSs which form, for the purpose of possible correlation 

with resulting longevity. 

Dr . \!I orris Weisman has hypothesized an explanation for the connection be-

tween bowing convection development time and longevity (2004, personal commu

nication). Convective cells that develop in a statically unstable environment with 

st rong vertical wind shear tend to lean downshear and remain vertically erect for a 

longer period of time compared to an environment of interacting cells that quickly 

form larger convective systems. Generally, longer-lived BCSs (and derechos) have in

creased imtability and vertical wind shear over shorter lived bowing convection (see 

appendix A) . Therefore, the correlation between development time and longevity 

could be a manifest ation of the thermodynamic and kinematic environments favor-

able for enhancing bowing longevity, although BCSs environments can change greatly 

over a long time period or a long BCS track. 
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Fi§.;ure 5.13: Relat ive frequency distribution of synoptic boundaries that initiated or 
significantly influenced bowing convective systems for all warm season cases observed 
in this study. 

Observed surface boundaries 

Synoptic scale boundaries 

The distribution of synoptic scale boundaries that initiated or forced BCSs 

(Fig. 5.13) demonstrated that warm season bowing convection is most often forced 

by cold fronts, stationary fronts , and no synoptic boundaries, which comprise about 

75% of the entire distribution. Warm fronts and multiple boundaries forced bowing 

convection less frequently, with about 9% and 7% frequency, respectively. Troughs 

and occluded fronts very infrequently forced BCSs, while drylines were never observed 

in this process directly. Since outflow boundaries were not reliably present on NCEP 

charts t hroughout the analysis, the effect of these small boundaries was not included. 

Strong, weak, and hybrid forcing 

The current study reveals various patterns of bowing convective system initia-

tion and evolution in the vicinity of synoptic boundaries. Strong boundary forcing 
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Warm Season Bowing Convective Systems: 
Synoptic Forcing Strength Distribution 
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Figure 5.14: Relative frequency distribution of strength of synoptic scale forcing 
that initiated or significantly influenced bowing convection for all warm season cases 
observed in this study. The definitions closely follow those of Evans and Doswell 
(2001). 

was caused when a synoptic scale boundary initiated and directly forced a BCS 

throughout its evolution. As expected, the source of this initiation was most fre-

quently a cold front, but other types of boundaries were observed to strongly force 

bowing ccnvection at times. One way that hybrid boundary forcing occurred was 

when a BCS was initiated by a synoptic boundary but moved faster than the bound

ary and hence away from it. The other scenario for hybrid boundary forcing was 

the initiation and movement of a BCS roughly parallel to a synoptic boundary. As 

expected, movement parallel to a synoptic boundary occurred most often along a sta-

tionary front or a slow moving warm front. Weak boundary forcing occurred when a 

bowing system was init iated at least 500 km from a synoptic boundary and was not 

forced by any boundary. 

The statistics indicate that hybrid boundary forcing is the most common fore-

ing mechanism for warm season BCSs while weak boundary forcing is of secondary 

importance (Fig. 5.14). This tendency of warm season bowing convection to develop 

away from strong synoptic boundary forcing is consistent with the findings for warm 
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sea3on derechos (Evans and Doswell 2001, Coniglio et al. 2004a). Thus, the results 

suggest that BCSs can be forced with strong synoptic scale boundary forcing, but 

giwm that this forcing occurs infrequently during the warm season, it is not a common 

forcing mechanism for BCSs. 

The composite analysis that shows the highest correlation between develop

ment t ime and longevities for BCSs is associated with the hybrid boundary forcing 

composite (r = 0.45, 99% significance) . A possible reason for this strong correla

tion could be that the development and bowing stages of bowing convection moving 

along parallel boundaries pass through similar regions of CAPE and vertical wind 

shEar. As a result, predictability between development time and longevity for BCSs 

is enhanced for hybrid forcing scenarios. 

Placements in relation to midlatitude cyclones 

Evans and Doswell (2001) noted that their strong forcing and weak forcing 

derecho cases roughly corresponded to the dynamic and warm season patterns of 

Johns (1993). The examination of warm season bowing convection in this study 

showed that the dynamic pattern is not favored for the warm season ( rv 14% of the 

caEes), while in contrast the warm season pattern is related to the development 

of many BCSs ( rv48%). Moreover, this study reveals that bowing convection that 

de '<Jelops near no synoptic boundary (weak synoptic forcing) is nearly as probable as 

hyhrid forcing. This discovery is noteworthy because forecasters must be aware that 

warm season BCSs frequently arise from convection not connected with synoptic 

bou.ndaries or upper-level forcing, implying that the bowing process is linked directly 

to internal storm dynamics many times in the absence of large-scale forcing. 
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Figure 5.15: Relative frequency distribution of synoptic boundaries which bowing 
convective systems moved parallel to in this study. 

5.4.4 M otion parallel to synoptic scale boundaries 

Bowing convective systems moved parallel to synoptic scale boundaries in 28% 

of all caseE:. BCSs which moved parallel to synoptic boundaries primarily were iden-

tified near stat ionary fronts (59%) and warm fronts (24%) (Fig. 5.15) . BCSs moved 

parallel to other types of synoptic boundaries less frequent ly. 

The concept ual diagrams of Johns and Hirt (1987), Johns (1993), and Kuchera 

and Parker (2004) suggest that BCSs parallel synoptic boundaries on the cool side 

of a static,nary front or slow moving warm front. However, similar to t he hybrid 

forcing example of Evans and Doswell (2001), BCSs can move parallel to the warm 

side of a sl,)w moving or stationary synoptic scale boundary. T he present st udy found 

that bowing convect ion moved parallel to synoptic boundaries either on the cool side 

(41%), warm side (24%), or with the apex roughly collocated along the synoptic scale 

boundar-y (35%) . Therefore, this observation provides evidence for t hree regimes of 
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Figure 5.16: Frequency distribution of longevity times after a bowing convective 
sy~;tem would traverse a synoptic scale boundary as observed in this study. Bins 
arn shown in 15 minute intervals. The average, standard deviation, and range of 
longevit ies after traversing a synoptic scale boundary are shown in the upper right 
hand corner. 

motion parallel to synoptic boundaries with BCSs. 

Motion traversing synoptic scale boundaries 

In the course of this study, a BCS traversed a synoptic scale boundary in 5.8% 

of all cases. Out of all the BCSs that traversed synoptic boundaries, 59% moved 

accoss stationary fronts, 23% moved across warm fronts, and 18% moved across cold 

fronts . This phenomenon might be explained by the rapid pace at which BCSs move 

(section 5.2). 

Furthermore, the BCSs that traversed synoptic scale boundaries tended to dis

sipate very quickly. The results indicate that BCSs only lasted an average of 1.5 h 

after traversing a synoptic scale boundary (Fig. 5.16). Also, no bowing convective 

system that traversed a synoptic boundary lasted longer than 3 hours after traversing 

th ,~ boundary. 

The overall longevity of the traversing BCSs remains comparable to the 
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longevity of the other cases (Fig. 5.17). However, this observation should be taken 

into account on an individual basis , as radar reflectivity composite animations showed 

weakening; convection upon the traversal of synoptic boundaries. 

The traversing motion could indicate the disruption of convection regenera

tion on the leading edge of a BCS that enters a distinctly different kinematic and 

thermodynamic environment . Indeed, these systems depend upon strong convective 

instability and vertical wind shear for maintenance of severe convection. The same 

level of cc.nvective instability might not always accompany the traversing motion of 

a synoptic scale boundary into a distinctly different airmass. 

5.4. 6 Boundary association with bowing convective system 

longevity 

The longevity comparison of the entire population of BCSs with those cases 

that t ravErse synoptic boundaries, parallel synoptic boundaries, or arrange in a bow

ing series is summarized in Fig. 5.17. BCSs traversing synoptic boundaries display a 

narrow di3tribut ion so that the likelihood of a very long-lived bowing convective sys

tem is diminished. Not surprisingly, one can observe much similarity in the longevity 

distributions for bowing systems that parallel synoptic boundaries and those that 

arrange themselves in a bowing series (section 4.7). Compared to all cases, these two 

compositE:s demonstrate increased bowing longevity averages of about 1 h. 

5.5 Severe weather production patterns for bowin g convection 

Generally speaking, each severe weather survey showed variability, but clustered 

into rccoE;nizable patterns. Strong confidence exists in the severe weather damage 

shapes with 381 spatial distributions of severe weather examined. The main four 

shapes were: narrow apex swath, widespread h igh winds, wid ening swath, 

and destructive rot ation (Fig. 5.18). Each of these will be explained in the subse-
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of bowing convective system longevities which move across 
or along synoptic boundaries as defined in the text. The middle line in each box 
represents the mean. The edges of the boxes represent t he lower and upper quartiles 
of the distributions while the ends of the lines are the minima and maxima. The 
± l. <J (st andard deviation) locations of each distribution are shown as black "x"s on 
each distribution drawing. 

quent subsections. 

This study defined little severe weather as two or fewer severe weather re-

ports for a single BCS or 3 reports that were separated by at least two hours each. 

A total of 65 cases (about 17% of all BCSs) were not associated with severe weather 

reports identifiable from SPC storm reports and were therefore termed no severe 

weather. This result is similar to BS04, who found about 14% of their cold season 

bow echo cases produced no severe weather. Composite analysis of cases producing 

ze::o severe wind reports indicated decreased bowing accelerations compared to t he 

entire population. Over 66% of cases that produced no severe weather were classified 

as slow or moderately bowing. These definitions depend upon reliable reporting of 

se'Tere weather data; otherwise, surveys revealing little or no severe weather could 
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Warm Season Bowing Convective Systems: 
Severe Weather Production Patterns Distribution 
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Figure 5.18: Relative frequency distribution of severe weather patterns produced by 
bowing convective systems for all warm season cases observed in this study. 

have been another severe weather production pattern. 

5.5.1 Severe weather pattern 1: Narrow apex swath 

The most common severe weather production pattern of bowing convection 

(22%) is a narrow apex swath . An example of a severe weather survey that fits 

this pattern is given in Fig. 5. 19. This pattern is described as a fairly narrow swath 

(usually cnly about 2 to 15 km in width) in the direction of BCS motion t hat arises 

from severe weat her processes centered near a BCS apex. Small-scale BCSs usually 

produce this severe weather pattern. Bowing convection fitt ing this form tends to 

favor severe hail reports early in the evolution with the slight possibility of moderate 

F1 surfac3 wind damage (33 m s-1 speeds or greater). The severity of the severe 

winds reports most often decreases in this mode as the BCS evolves. BCSs t hat 

produce t his kind of damage usually have 15 or fewer severe wind reports, fewer than 

five seven) hail reports, and rarely any tornadoes (see Figs. 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22). 
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Figure 5.19: Example of severe weather reports constituting a narrow apex swath 
pattern. The bowing convective system moves from northwest to southeast in the 
image. A narrow black line demarcates the severe weather generated by the bowing 
co:wective system. 
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Fi .~ure 5.20: Same as Fig. 5.17, except for severe hail reports comparison between 
severe weather production patterns. 
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Figure 5.~~1: Same as Fig. 5.17, except for severe wind reports comparison between 
severe weather production patterns. 
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Figure 5.~ : 2: Same as Fig. 5.17, except for severe tornado reports comparison between 
severe weather production patterns. 
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Figure 5.23: Damage survey from 10 Jun 2003 severe bow echo near Mid America St. 
Louis Airport. Blue shading denotes straight-line winds wit h damage equivalent to 
FC. Green arrows indicate wind direction inferred from debris orientation. Individual 
tornado tracks are denoted by heavy red lines. Time of damage ranged from about 
23)0 UTC 10 Junto 0000 UTC 11 Jun. From Davis and Coauthors (2004). 

Fi.?;ure 5.24: Damage analysis performed for the "Shelby" bow echo on 10 June 2003 
ov8r northeast Nebraska. FO damage is outline with a solid line. The key at the 
to) of the figure shows pieces contributing to damage assessment . Adapted from 
Wheatley et al. (2006). 
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Two cases examined with detailed damage surveys conducted during the 

BAMEX Held campaign appear to fit this profile of severe weather production. The 

first is t he famous 10 June 2003 St. Louis bow echo that moved over the BAMEX 

operation~ ; center, forcing an evacuation of experiment participants (Fig. 5.23, Davis 

and Coau·;hors 2004, Atkins et al. 2005). Despite significant tornadoes and mesovor

ticies obsETved for this case, the main FO damage swath is noted with approximately 

width of 'T km with straight-line winds mainly from west to east with a length of 

about 35 km. A second example of this pattern is the "Shelby" Nebraska bow echo 

on 9-10 June 2003 (Fig. 5.24, Wheatley et al. 2006). The main FO swath of straight

line winds has a width of approximately 7 km and a length of about 25 km. This case 

also demonstrates that the severity decreases from F1 damage to mainly FO damage 

from the earlier t o the later stages, as seen in many narrow apex swath bowing sys

tems. Therefore, BCSs producing a narrow apex swath will likely exhibit straight 

line windE. in the direction of motion. 

5.5.2 Severe weather pattern 2: Widespread high winds 

The second most common severe weather production pattern (20%) is called 

a w idespread high winds swath. An example of a severe weather survey that 

demonstrates t his arrangement is given in Fig. 5.25. This pattern is described as 

a fairly wide swath of severe surface winds that remains approximately the same 

width thr·)ughout the evolution. Usually t he width is between 20 and 90 km, about 

half to two thirds of the length of the causative bowing convective line. Also, the 

severe surface wind reports in this mode are most often 26 to 31 m s- 1 . This mode 

is predisp)sed toward severe winds with 5 to 35 severe wind reports, fewer than five 

severe hail reports, and rarely any tornadoes (Figs. 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22). 

One study from BAMEX that comes across to validate this pattern is the 5-6 

July 2003 bow echo studied by Wakimoto et al. (2006a,b). The damage survey for this 
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Tomr~doos- .__ 

Sovore Holl - • 

Severe Wind- + 

08(26(2003 1945 UTC • 08(27 (2003 0230 UTC Severe Reports 

Figure 5.25: Example of severe weather reports constituting a winds spread through
out pattern. The bowing convective system moves from west-northwest to east
southeast in the image. A narrow black line demarcates the severe weather generated 
by the bowing convective system. 

NEBRASKA 10 WA 

Figure 5.26: Map of the surface damage produced by the 5 July 2003 Omaha bow 
echo. The map was compiled based on several days of aerial and ground surveys 
t hroughout the region. The location of the rectangular map is indicated by the 
hatched box in the inset . The flow lines represent the direction of fallen trees or 
structural damage. The outer extent of the damage as well as the regions rated 
FO and F l in damage intensity are indicated in the figures . From Wakimoto et al. 
(2006a). 
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case is shown in Fig. 5. 26. While the studies of Wakimoto et al. ( 2006a, b) focus on the 

FO and F :l damage produced by a strong mesovortex, the overall damage boundary 

supports ·;he widespread high winds depiction. Although there is some variability 

in the wic.th of the damage swath, the damage retains a width of approximately 40 

km. Not ice also that the straight line wind damage is not unidirectional. In fact, the 

evolution of the convection as seen on radar shows that movement of the convective 

echoes shifted from southeastward to eastward movement as the BCS evolved. 

Therefore, one can expect a much wider swath of light damage with this ar

rangement compared to the narrow apex swath with the potential for pockets of FO 

or F1 damage associated with features like microbursts, mesovorticies, etc. 

5.5. 3 Severe weather pattern 3: Widening swath 

The third severe weather production pattern (7%) is the widening swath. An 

example of a severe weather survey that fits this pattern is given in Fig. 5.27. This 

mode is described as an initially narrow swath of severe weather that progressively 

increases width as a BCS evolves. The swath may start off as narrow as 15 km, but 

can expand to widths of 400 km or greater. Many times, this severe weather pattern 

is caused by large-scale BE/ESs or bowing squall lines. BCSs producing a widening 

swath tend to have many more severe weather reports than either of the previous 

two patterns (Figs. 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22). Often, severe wind reports are observed 

between b and 70 times, severe hail reports are reported between 3 and 15 times, 

while tornadoes are rarely reported. Some cases that are labeled with this pattern 

experience~ convection regeneration on the BCS leading edge and reforming of the 

BCS. If this happens, usually there is a discontinuity in the width of the damage 

swath; radar observations usually confirm expanding convective lines with widening 

damage swaths during this severe weather pattern. 

Composite analysis reveals that bowing squall lines and multiple bowing squall 
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Severe Reports 

Figure 5.27: Example of severe weather reports constituting a widening swath pat
t ern. The bowing convective system moves from northwest to southeast in the image. 
A narrow black line demarcates the severe weather generated by the bowing convec
t ive system and severe weather generated by other convection. 

lines are nearly equally favored with the BE/ES and BE/MS modes for producing 

th's severe weather pattern (see Fig. 5.28). Also, analysis of severe wind reports 

reveals t hat damaging surface wind magnitudes tend to decrease as the width of the 

swath increases. 

A previous study appears to match this severe weather pattern. Miller et al. 

(2002) studied the famous 27-28 May 2001 derecho that caused enormous life and 

pr•)perty damage throughout Oklahoma (Fig. 5.29) . The radar reflectivity evolution 

di~;played a very strong squall line that initiated over southern Kansas. The storm 

ev•)lved into an expanding bowing squall line that caused widespread destruction 

ov3r a large portion of southern Kansas and Oklahoma. The width of the damage 

swath expanded from approximately 40 km to 350 km throughout the evolution. Ex

amination of SPC storm reports confirms that the magnitudes of the severe surface 

wind reports generally decreased in magnitude as the damage swath of the bowing 
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Widening Swath Composite: 
Bowing Convective Modes Distribution 
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Figure 5.~:8 : Relative frequency distribution of bowing convective modes for bowing 
convective systems producing the widening swath severe weather pattern. 

Tornadoes- ...__ 
Severe Hail- • 

Severe Wind-. + 
05/27/2001 2000 LJTC · 05/28/20010830 LJTC Severe Reports 

Figure 5.~:9 : Severe weather reports associated with the 27-28 May 2001 derecho. The 
bowing squall line moves from northwest to southeast in the image. Severe weather 
reports are identifiable by the key given in the figure. A narrow black line demarcates 
the severe weather generated by the bowing convective system. Constructed from 
data in Miller et al. ( 2002). 
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squall line expanded. Thus, if the results from this bowing system can be applied 

t o more cases, this severe weather pattern should be noted as a potentially destruc

tiv,~ arrangement often associated with expanding bowing convection that can cause 

widening damage over large spatial regions. 

Severe weather pattern 4: Destructive rotation 

The final main severe weather production pattern (5%) is the destructive 

roi~ation swath due to the mesoscale rotation in the BCSs that produce this pattern 

and the rotation seen in the damage surveys. An example of a severe weather survey 

that fits this pattern is shown in Fig. 5.30 (although the rot ation of the damage 

cannot be seen until detailed damage surveys are examined). This mode is described 

as a swath that has large variability in width, usually between 10 and 200 km. 

The damage swath tends to be fairly narrow, but not as narrow as the narrow apex 

sw:1th pattern. Composite radar reflectivity animations disclose that BCSs exhibiting 

strong mesoscale rotation favor the production of a damaging rotat ion swath. In fact , 

composite analysis of this pattern confirms that 71% of the systems which produce 

t his pattern are BE/ MS systems. 

BCSs producing a destructive rotation arrangement often have more severe 

wi:1d reports than either of the first two patterns and by far the most seveTe hail 

and tornado observations (Figs. 5.20, 5.21 , and 5.22). While severe wind reports are 

usually noted between 5 and 40 times, 3 to 20 severe hail reports and 1 to 5 tornado 

reports can be expected in this mode. The interesting property of this configuration 

is that severe hail , wind, and tornadoes are spread throughout the BCS evolution, 

likely to occur at any time. Severe hail diameters are also larger for this damage 

pattern. Severe wind magnitudes can be light or moderate throughout the bowing 

cowection evolution with no decrease in magnitude apparent. Also, the frequency of 

bowing convective system-induced tornadoes increases along with the length of the 
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06/Z3/2004 2315 UTC • 06(24,12004 0300 UTC Sev<Ye Reports 

Figure 5.~ .0 : Example of severe weather reports constituting a destructive rotation 
pattern. The bowing convective system moves from northwest to southeast in the 
image. A narrow black line demarcates the severe weather reports generated by the 
bowing convective system and severe weather generated by other convection. 

tornado tracks in this setup. 

One detailed damage survey from the BAMEX campaign reveals a similar de-

structive rotation pattern. The "Emerson" Nebraska bow echo examined in Wheatley 

et al. (20C 6) demonstrated strong mesoscale rotation toward the comma head of the 

system. Fig. 5.31 illustrates the detailed damage survey for the early stages of the 

Figure 5.31: Damage analysis performed for the "Emerson" bow echo on 10 June 2003 
over east-,;entral Nebraska. The key at the top of the figure shows pieces contributing 
to damage assessment . Adapted from Wheatley et al. (2006). 
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bowing in northeast Nebraska. The detailed damage survey depicts wind damage 

parallel to the bowing system motion, perpendicular to the bowing convection mo

tion, and anti-parallel to the bowing convection motion. Thus, the mesoscale rotation 

present in the "Emerson" bow echo is supported with swirling in the detailed damage 

survey debris. 

Therefore, if the findings from this example apply more liberally, bowing con

vection exhibiting strong mesoscale rotation and usually little to no trailing stratiform 

precipitation are predisposed to producing severe wind patterns with rotat ing fea

t ures, not necessarily straight line winds in a single direction. These systems should 

be noted for their production of severe hail and tornadoes. 

5.5.5 Indeterminable severe weather pattern 

This st udy assigns a severe weather production pattern as indeterminable (9%). 

Ar. indeterminable severe weather pattern must have at least three severe weather 

reports or else it would be classified as a BCS with little severe weather. Generally 

sp~~aking, this group of severe weather production has severe weather reports spread 

apart by several hours, excessive hail reports with no severe winds, severe weather 

concentrated in a very small cluster (perhaps indicative of a single micro burst), or 

severe weather reports located near ends of bowing convective lines t hat arc not 

clEarly connected with an identifiable physical process. Some BCS cases in this severe 

weather category might have been classified in other categories if all the proper severe 

weather data was reported. 
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Warm Season Bowing Convective Systems: 
Severe Hail Reports 
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Figure 5 . ~ : 2: Frequency distribution of number of SPC hail reports per bowing con
vective system for all warm season cases observed in this study in bins of one severe 
report . The number of bowing convective systems with zero hail reports goes off the 
chart and is noted in the upper right hand corner, along with the average, st andard 
deviation, and range of severe hail reports. 

5.6 Bowin g convective systems severe weather climatology 

5.6.1 Distributions of number of severe weather reports 

The frequency distribution of the number of SPC severe hail, wind, and tornado 

reports for each BCS is plotted in Figs. 5.32, 5.33, and 5.34, respectively. Considered 

as a wholt\ for all warm season BCSs, 49% produce severe hail, 77% produce severe 

wind, and 16% produce tornadoes. Warm season BCSs in this study averaged about 

nine severe wind reports. This is about four times the average number of severe hail 

reports while severe hail reports are about five times as likely as tornado reports 

in BCSs. As mentioned in chapter 4, t he reports of severe wind per system are 

correlated to the size of the BCS with larger systems averaging more severe wind 

reports. 

Each of the severe weather frequency distributions is strongly skewed toward 
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Figure 5.33: Same as Fig. 5.32, except for severe wind reports. 

Warm Season Bowing Convective Systems: 
Severe Tornado Reports 
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Figure 5.34: Same as Fig. 5.32, except for severe tornado reports. 
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Figure 5.35: Frequency distribution of diameters of SPC hail reports for all warm 
season bowing convective systems observed in this study. Data include all reports 
from all cases. Bins are assigned based on NWS severe hail reporting diameters or 
measurem:mts of hailstones retrieved. The average, standard deviation, and range of 
severe hai:. diameters is noted in the upper right hand corner. 

zero. The greatest frequency occurs for zero reports with 17% of all BCS producing 

no severe weather of any kind. This is a considerable portion of the BCS population 

which has received no in-depth examination in any previous study; some studies even 

used severe wind reports to identify cases (e.g. BS04). 

5.6.2 Distributions of severe weather magnitudes 

The results of severe weather magnitudes show that most severe hailstones 

produced by BCSs are less than 2.00" in diameter (smaller than "golf ball sized" 

hail, Fig. 5.35). While severe hail between 0.75 and 1.00" ("dime to quarter sized 

hail") is most frequent, hailstones between 1.00 and 2.00" in diameter still occur with 

some regularity. 

BCE:s produce surface severe wind speeds between 26 and 31 m s- 1 with great 

regularity (Fig. 5.36). These windspeeds qualify as NWS "severe wind gusts" and 
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Warm Season Bowing Convective Systems: 
Severe Wind Speeds 
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Figure 5.36: Frequency distribution of speeds of SPC wind reports for all warm 
sehson bowing convective systems observed in this study. Dat a include all reports 
from all cases. Bins are divided into 1 m s-1 intervals. Speeds are estimated from 
damage assessments from spotters near severe wind reports. The average, standard 
de·viation, and range of severe wind speeds is noted in the upper right hand corner. 

light FO damage. However , about 7.4% of all severe wind reports produced by bowing 

convective systems were estimated at 34 m s- 1 or greater, making them "moderate" 

F1 or greater surface winds. These windspeeds can damage t he roofs of homes or 

blow moving automobiles off roads. The two most extreme severe wind reports that 

reEulted from two different bowing systems were estimated at 53.5 m s- 1
, which is 

on the low end of the F2 "considerable" damage scale, close to blowing roofs off of 

homes or even overturning automobiles. 

The criteria for a derecho from Johns and Hirt (1987) includes a damage swath 

of at least 400 km long of FO damage with at least three F1 severe wind reports. For 

the present study, 8% of BCSs met the necessary criteria for a derecho. 

The most extreme severe wind magnitudes for each individual BCS reveal that 

30% of all cases produce severe surface winds with speeds greater than 34 m s-1 
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Warm Season Bowing Convective Systems: 
Severe Tornado Fscales 
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Figure 5 . ~:7 : Frequency distribution of Fscales of SPC tornado reports for all warm 
season bowing convective systems observed in this study. Data include all reports 
from all c1ses. Bins are assigned bases on the NWS Fujita scale from FO to F5 with 
increasing intensity. The average, standard deviation, and range of severe tornado 
Fscales is noted in the upper right hand corner. 

(Fl damage or greater). This result implies that "pockets" of moderat e severe wind 

damage are possible for all bowing convection, even if most severe wind reports are 

light in ma,gnitude. This is also revealed in detailed damage surveys where small scale 

moderate to considerable damage is often observed (e.g. Fig. 5.24 and Fig. 5.26). 

BC~;s that produce tornadoes almost always produce FO or Fl magnitude tor

nadoes (Fig. 5.37). Consequently, most BCS tornadoes produce damage that mimics 

the level of destruction of bowing convection severe winds. While the tornado track 

distances were not tabulated in this study, severe weather surveys suggest that most 

bowing convection tornadoes traverse only around 0.5 km. Rare exceptions do exist 

(e.g. destructive rotation pattern), but generally BCS tornadoes are short-lived. 
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/"' 6' 3 ,) . . Diurnal distributions of severe weather 

The diurnal distributions of severe hail, wind, and tornado reports for all warm 

season BCSs observed in this study are shown in Figs. 5.38, 5.39, and 5.40, respec-

tively. The diurnal distribution of bowing convection hail reports illustrates hail 

production mainly between 1000 LST and 0030 LST. The most active times for hail

stones from BCSs occur between 1500 and 2200 LST. 

The daily cycle of severe wind reports shows a distribution ascending in fre-

quency from the late morning hours up until the peak around 1930 LST. Interestingly, 

the results show a steady decrease in the frequency of severe wind reports from 0000 

LET until 0830 LST. A possible explanation is increasing static stability of noctur

nal planetary boundary layers would tend to inhibit the production of severe surface 

winds. In comparison to the diurnal cycle of severe hail reports, t he peak of severe 

wind reports tends to show about a two hour time lag compared to that of severe hail 

reports. Thus, the diurnal plots confirm the general finding of the severe weather 

su:~veys which reveals that severe hail reports are favored just after bowing convection 

initiat ion while severe wind reports are favored throughout the evolution of a BCS. 

The diurnal tendencies of BCS-induced tornadoes have a more ragged distri-

bution due to the smaller number of tornadoes reported compared to severe hail or 

severe winds, yet the general trend appears to show a peak around 1800 LST just 

afi.er the peak of the severe hail reports during mature stages of BCS development. 

Vny few tornadoes are observed after about 2300 LST. Thus, the stabilization of 

th 3 nocturnal planetary boundary layer could also have a detrimental effect upon 

th3 format ion of BCS-induced tornadoes, similar to the reduction of severe surface 

winds. 
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Figure 5. i~8: Frequency distribution of SPC severe hail reports produced by bowing 
convective systems in this study. Times are displayed in Local Standard Time. The 
bins are c.ivided into 15 minute intervals. 
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Warm Season Bowing Convective Systems: 
Severe Wind Times 
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Figure 5.39: Same as Fig. 5.38, but for severe wind reports. 
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Figure 5.40: Same as Fig. 5.38, but for severe tornado reports. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

G.l Summary of study and findings 

Using a systematic method of perusing radar data for April through September 

of 2003 and 2004, 381 cases of bowing convective systems (BCSs) were selected to cat

egorize observed convective structures related to the bowing process while examining 

an unbiased two-year climatology of warm season bowing convection. The motivation 

for this study included objectives such as clarifying the nature of bowing convection, 

understanding the convection evolution of BCSs, and recording useful climatological 

information about BCSs. This was accomplished by thorough investigation of radar 

reflectivity data, surface data, and severe weather data while tabulating observations 

like times, locations, and convective structures. 

Several new findings emerged from this research: 

o Five modes of bowing convective systems have been identified: bow 

echo/extensive stratiform (BE/ES), bow echo/minimal stratiform (BE/MS), 

bowing squall lines, multiple bowing squall lines, and bowing single cells. 

These modes were established after examination of initial convective cell 

structures, convection evolution, geographical location, local beginning and 

ending times, severe weather production, and kinematic/thermodynamic en

vironments. 



G Dow echoes/extensive stratiform (BE/ESs) exhibited trailing stratiform 

precipitation and most commonly evolved from groups of cells. Bow 

echoes/minimal stratiform (BE/MSs) showed very limited trailing precipi

ta.tion evolving from the merging of supercells with ordinary or multicells. 

Single and multiple bowing squall lines most often evolved from trailing strat

iform mesoscale convective systems (TS MCSs). 

o T~ailing stratiform precipitation was generated by 72% of all BCSs. This (or 

pre-existing) precipitation was associated with longer-lived BCSs. 

o B::>wing convection possessing an enhanced trailing stratiform precipitation 

rEgion arranged perpendicular to the rear of a BCS was associated with a 

strengthening rear-inflow jet that was observed in past studies. 

o BCSs that sustained a wide stratiform transition zone, a region of light pre

cipitation separating the bowing convective line and the moderate-to-heavy 

trailing stratiform precipitation region, showed increased longevities. 

o Supercells interacting with ordinary or multicells produced BCSs in 24% of 

all cases. This grouping of cells was overlooked in previous studies. 

o Si.ze criteria were established for bow echoes in this study; 70% of all BCS 

cases displayed convective line lengths between 40 and 110 km to be termed 

b1)W echoes. The average BCS convective line length was about 75 km. 

o Radar observed convective mergers that initiated BCSs interacted with envi

ronmental convective cells near the resultant apex in 39% of all BCSs. This 

rr.erging location was four times more likely than the left or right flank of the 

convection. 

o S:abular bowing convective lines, strong convective lines that are nearly ho

n:.ogeneous along the bowing convective line, were strongly favored in BCSs 
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(77%) as opposed to cellular bowing convective lines, which are characterized 

by discrete convective cells along the line. 

BCSs developing in a quasi-linear series, defined as a bowing series, tended 

to form upstream from one another. 

The second half of this study examined and compared the climatological char

acteristics of U.S. warm season BCSs against cold season bow echoes (Burke and 

Schult z 2004) as well as derechos (Coniglio et al. 2004a). Findings related to these 

previous two studies include: 

o Warm season BCS locations showed a spatial distribution similar to warm 

season derechos with an Upper Great Plains maximum, with a secondary 

maximum toward the Central/Southern Great Plains. 

o The frequency of bowing convection peaked between May and July, similar 

to t he peak of derechos. 

o Hybrid boundary forcing, a BCS moving parallel to or initiating along a 

synoptic boundary, was favored for warm season BCSs while weak boundary 

forcing with no synoptic boundary was of secondary importance. 

The following results had not previously been identified for warm season BCSs: 

o The monthly distributions of BCSs showed an asymmetry, with more storms 

favored for months leading into the warm season compared to months coming 

out of the warm season. 

o BCSs showed very strong correlation between track length and longevity 

(r= 0.87). When these properties are examined together as average movement 

speeds, a preferred range from 10 to 24m s-1 emerged, with an average speed 

of 17.4 m s- 1 . 
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o BCS development time and longevity were linearly related for many cases. 

T1is outcome facilitates the task of forecasting BCS longevities. 

BCSs that parallel synoptic boundaries (usually stationary or warm fronts) 

aYeraged one hour greater longevity compared to BCSs that did not. Any 

BCSs t hat traversed a synoptic boundary dissipated within three hours. 

s(~vere weather production from bowing convection usually arranged itself 

into one of four patterns: narrow apex swath, widespread high winds, widen

ing swath, and destructive rotation. 

o Severe hail production was favored early in the evolution of BCSs. Severe 

wind production occurred throughout BCS evolutions. BCS-induced torna

does tended to be favored in the early-to-mature stages. 

6 .2 Suggestions for future work 

One of the main goals of this work was to determine, for a large number of cases, 

how BCSB are organized. However, many of the internal dynamics of the storms and 

the proce:;ses that determine severe weather production occur on scales smaller t han 

can be resolved by this dataset and require more thorough analysis. Future work 

could tak~ ~ several approaches. 

First , radar data have the capability to provide more information than has 

been used here. Dual-Doppler analyses and studies using polarimetric radar would 

provide greater insights into the dynamical and microphysical propert ies of bowing 

convectio 1. Radar observations could be used in conjunction with a high-density 

surface rnesonetworks to better identify severe weather production, strength and 

shapes of surface cold pools, and surface pressure transients as they are related to 

known structures. 
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Secondly, a thorough examination of the kinematic and thermodynamic envi

ronments of bowing convection for many cases would prove useful in understanding 

the differences among the modes of bowing convection. These data would clarify the 

spectrum for which BCSs are expected. 

Third , a study of BCSs in other parts of the world may increase the general 

understanding of such events as well. Some characteristics of bowing convection for 

the present study may apply only to the geography and climate of the United States. 

Such a study might provide insights into favored times and locations for such severe 

convection. 

Finally, since many of the processes involving the production of severe weather 

in bowing convection are difficult to observe using conventional methods, additional 

numerical simulations could provide further insight. Sensitivity studies related to the 

modes of bowing convective systems and processes would provide additional insights 

into the nature and evolution of the resulting convection. 

The aim of these suggestions for future research would be increased under

stc:,nding and to more accurately forecast bowing convective systems. Since bowing 

convection tends to develop in environmental conditions that favor other modes of 

severe convection, additional work toward understanding their structures and evo

lutions would provide useful information. The ultimate goal should be longer lead 

times for severe weather watches and warnings for the mitigation of losses of life and 

property. 
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Appendix A 

BOW ECHO KINEMATIC AND THERMODYNAMIC 

ENVIRONMENTS 

Numerous studies have documented the thermodynamic and kinematic en vi-

ronments conducive to the formation of bow echoes (e.g. Weisman 1993, Weisman 

2001, Klimowski et al. 2003, Reynolds 2003, and BS04). In addition, similar stud-

ies have documented the thermodynamic and kinematic environments conducive for 

the formation of derechos (e.g. Evans and Doswell 2001, Doswell and Evans 2003, 

and Coniglio et al. 2004a). The author of the present study constructed figures that 

intercompare CAPE, vertical wind shear, moisture, and storm-relative wind (SRW) 

en,rironments for bow echoes and derechos. While a thorough examination of the 

kir.ematic and thermodynamic environments was not performed for the 381 warm 

se::,son cases for the present study, the information presented in the appendix is use-

ful for summarizing the body of knowledge known in this area and can be referred 

to a few t imes throughout the body of the main text. 

A.l Bow echo and derecho CAPE environments 

The parameter space of CAPE values observed in various bow echo and derecho 

stldies is summarized in Fig. A.1 1 (see figure caption for abbreviations used for 

various studies). Early studies have established that bow echoes must develop in 

1 Values est imated are as follows: Weisman (1993)- Used range of 2000 to 4000 J kg - 1 as a box, 
Evans and Doswell (2001)-Calculated mean of known quartiles, Coniglio et al. (2004a)-Estimatcd 
qmtrtiles, maximum, and minimum CAPE from cumulative dist ribution figure . 
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Figure A.1 : Box and whisker plots of mixed layer CAPE values from various bow 
echo and :ierecho st udies. The purple "x" s show the + / - 1 standard deviations from 
the mean where data is available. Figure based on data from data presented by 
Weisman (1993) (W93), Evans and Doswell (2001) (ED01), Reynolds (2003) (R03) , 
Coniglio et al. (2004a) (CSR04), and Burke and Schultz (2004) (BS04) . 

Derechos ML CAPE Synoptic Forcing Comparison 
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Figure A.2: Box and whisker plots of mixed layer CAPE values depending upon the 
strength of synoptic scale forcing. Weak Forcing (WF), Hybrid Forcing (HF), and 
Strong Forcing (SF) are all abbreviated in the figure. Figure based on data presented 
by Evans and Doswell (2001) (ED01) and Coniglio et al. (2004a) (CSR04). 
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hi§;h CAPE environments (e.g. Weisman 1993, Przybylinski 1995, Weisman 2001); 

however, Burke and Schultz (2004) and Evans and Doswell (2001) argue for a much 

larger parameter space of CAPE for long-lived bow echoes (LBEs) and derechos 

compared to the simulations of Weisman (1993). The occurrence of bow echoes and 

derechos over a broader range of CAPEs was argued in the more recent studies to 

be related to the strength of synoptic forcing. Cases of strong forcing (SF)--often 

convection induced from a cold front or a strong upper level trough-are capable 

of producing LBEs or derechos with limited CAPE. Evans and Doswell (2001) and 

Cc·niglio et al. (2004a) suggest that the simulated storms of Weisman (1993) represent 

the development of weak forcing (WF) LBEs that would be favored primarily during 

the warm season. Note the CAPE values of Reynolds (2003) and BS04 are relatively 

low compared to the other studies. Reynolds (2003) studied six BAMEX bow echoes 

wi;h very close proximity soundings while BS04 studied bow echoes in the cold season. 

The parameter space of CAPE values observed for derechos of various synoptic 

forcing strengths is summarized in Fig. A.22 based on data from Evans and Doswell 

(2001) and Coniglio et al. (2004a). These studies show a much smaller range and 

much smaller CAPE magnitude for SF compared to WF derechos. As mentioned by 

the authors , SF derechos are favored in the cold season (yet can occur year around) 

while WF derechos are primarily confined to the warm season. These tendencies are 

consistent with the CAPE values shown (Fig. A.2). 

A .2 Bow echo and derecho vertical wind shear environments 

Evans and Doswell (2001), Reynolds (2003), Coniglio et al. (2004a) and Burke 

and Schultz (2004) all show that bow echoes and derechos can be initiated with much 

le~s low-level (0-2 .5/0-3 krn) vertical wind shear compared to that in the simulations 

2 Values estimated are as follows: Evans and Doswell (2001)- Calculated mean of known quar
tilEs, Coniglio et al. (2004a)-Estimated quartiles, maximum, and minimum CAPE from cumulative 
dis tribution figure. 
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Bow Echoes & Derechos Low-Level Vertical Wind Shear Comparison 
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Figure A.:3: Box and whisker plot of low-level vertical wind shear values from various 
bow echo and derecho studies. The depth that the shear was calculated over is shown 
in the figure labels. The purple "x" s are the + /- 1 standard deviations from the mean 
where the data are available. Figure based on data from data presented by Weisman 
(1993) (V\r93), Evans and Doswell (2001) (ED01), Reynolds (2003) (R03), Burke and 
Schultz (~ :004) (BS04), and Weisman and Rotunno (2004) (WR04). 

of Weisman (1993) (Fig. A.33 ) . This is particularly true for cold season bow echoes 

(BS04) and SF derechos (Evans and Doswell 2001, Coniglio et al. 2004a). However, 

the range of low-level vertical wind shears from the more recent st udy of Weisman 

and Rotunno (2004) has better parameter space ageement with the other studies. 

The studies of Evans and Doswell ( 2001), Coniglio et al. ( 2004a), and BS04 show 

some good agreement with Weisman (1993) and Weisman and Rotunno (2004) on 

the parameter space for the deep layer vertical wind shear (0-5/0-6 km) for LEEs and 

derechos ~:Fig . A.44 ). Previous research suggested that bow echoes have very strong 

3 Value~; est imated are as follows : Weisman (1993)- Used range of 20 to 30 m s- 1 as a box, 
Evans and Doswell (2001 )-Calculated mean as mean of known quartiles, Weisman and Rotunno 
(2004)-Used range of 15 to 30 m s-1 as a box. 

4 ValueB est imated are as follows: Weisman (1993)--Used range of 25 to 35 m s- 1 in equal 
spacing, Evans and Doswell (2001)- Calculated mean as mean of known quartiles, Weisman and 
Rotunno (:<004)-Used range of 20 to 40 m s- 1 as a box. 
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Bow Echoes & Derechos Deep-Layer Vertical Wind Shear Comparison 
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Figure A.4: Box and whisker plot of deep layer vertical wind shear values from various 
bow echo and derecho studies. The depth that the shear was calculated over is shown 
in the figure labels. The purple "x" s are the + /- 1 standard deviations from the mean 
where the data are available. Figure based on data from data presented by Weisman 
(1993) (W93), Evans and Doswell (2001) (EDOl), Reynolds (2003) (R03), Burke and 
Sc:1ult z (2004) (BS04), and Weisman and Rotunno (2004) (WR04). 

low-level wind shear (e.g. Weisman 1993) while supercells have very strong deep 

layer vertical wind shear (e.g. Doswell and Evans 2003) . As an extention of Weisman 

(1993), the studies of Evans and Doswell (2001) and BS04 show that derechos and 

LBEs, respectively, can develop in strong deep layer shear environments. 

A possible reason for the discrepancies in vertical shear parameter spaces be-

tween numerical modeling studies and observations has been proposed by James et al. 

(2006) : 

A possible explanation for at least some of the discrepancy between 
the modeling and observational results was suggested by James et al. 
(2005), who noted that idealized models usually employ a free-slip 
lower boundary condition [see also Weisman (1993) for a brief dis
cussion of the influence of the free-slip condit ion]. In observational 
studies, the wind magnitude at the bottom of the low-level shear 
layer is taken as the 10-m wind speed, which is reduced by friction 
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Doswell and Evans (2003) vs. Coniglio et al. (2004) RH Vertical Profiles 
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Figure A.5: Vert ical profile of average tropospheric relative humidity for derechos. 
The caph :m colors correspond to the profiles from Doswell and Evans (2003) (DE03) 
and Coniglio et al. (2004a) (CSR04). The profiles are separated into their respective 
synoptic 1:cale forcing strengths Weak, Hybrid, and Strong Forcing (WF, HF, SF). 
Figure ba:>ed on combined profiles from Doswell and Evans (2003) and Coniglio et al. 
(2004a). 

fn m the wind speed a few hundred meters above the ground. Conse
quent ly, the measured low-level shear is reduced from the value that it 
W)uld assume above a free-slip boundary. The results of James et al. 
(~ :005) show that the difference between the surface wind speed and 
the wind speed above the surface-based friction layer is as great as 
5 m s-1 in the preconvective environments of strong slab-like squall 
lines. It is possible, therefore, t hat the rather high shear require
ments of simulated bow echoes may not be grossly inconsistent with 
the less extreme observed values, because of the physically differing 
fr '1meworks. 

Finally, note that the upper-level shear as calculated for cold season bow echoes 

by BS04 usually falls between 10 and 30 m s- 1
. In addit ion, Coniglio and Stensrud 

(2001) and Coniglio et al. (2004b) have shown the importance of upper-level shear 

on maintEnance of an M CS. 
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A .3 Bow echo and derecho vertical moisture profiles 

Burke and Schultz (2004) show that all LBEs have a low-level mixing ratio of at 

least 9 gjkg and an average of 11 gjkg in the lowest 100 hPa. The study of Coniglio 

et al. (2004a) show that for derechos there is substantial drying around 3 km (700 

hPa), usually to 50% or lower. This is similar to Doswell and Evans (2003), who found 

dr:r midlevels for derechos. The results of these past two st udies are summarized in 

Fi1~ - A.5. These results suggest a possible mid-level (3 km or 700 hPa) dry layer 

ne,~essary for strong evaporation (e.g. Gilmore and Wicker 1998) while moist low 

levels seem to be important to initiate strong convection. Moreover, as mentioned 

previously, James et al. (2006) show that varying the low-level mixing rat io lapse rate 

whle retaining ambient CAPE values can provide some ways to distinguish between 

bowing convective lines, cellular lines, and slabular lines. 

A .4 Bow echo and derecho storm relative w inds 

Doswell and Evans (2003) and BS04 suggest that derechos and LBEs should 

have strong storm-relative wind (SRW) inflow at low levels (0-2 km), especially 

compared to supercells or other storms (Doswell and Evans 2003) . Evans and Doswell 

(2001) showed that derechos had smaller SRW at 4-6 km in comparison to low-level 

inflow (0-3 km). The derecho study of Coniglio et al. (2004a) agree that weak SRW 

at midlevels is important for the generation of strong cold pool outflow. Recently, 

studies of a large database of convective parameters by Kuchera and Parker (2004) 

and Kuchera and Parker (2006) showed that strong 2 km inflow wind was the best 

kinematic indicator for severe wind convective systems. 

A .5 Unresolved environmental conditions 

Evans and Doswell (2001) and Coniglio et al. (2004a) show significant differ

en.::es in kinematic and thermodynamic conditions depending upon synoptic scale 
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forcing: vYeak forcing (WF) , strong forcing (SF), or hybrid forcing (HF) for derechos. 

There exists much documented environmental understanding for LBEs and 

derechos. However, there is little environmental information for non-severe bow 

echoes. These also deserve attention because a bowing radar signature does not 

always require a warning of severe winds for the weather forecaster. 
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